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AIìSTRACT

A niethoclolo-uy is presentcd to stucly the control anci stability of base-cxcitecl invcrtecl

pendulunrs. The pendulum has two degrees ol'rotational fì'eedonl anci the base point carr

nlove in the three dimensional space with tlle only lestriction of colltinr¡ous accelel'atioll.

The study is motivated by the nlodelin-g ol the contlol mechanisnls ol upright p<tsture of a

human tlpper bocly cluring walking. The dynanric systeni of such an invcltecl penclulum is

non-autononrous ¿rnd undcr constantly acting clisLul'bancc, that is, thc systenl clocs nttt

havc a urtic¡uc ec¡uililllium point whicl-r nrahes thc contlr>l tash highly challengin_u. Non-

sntooth analysis is l'il'st pelfbrmccl since pieccr,viso continuotrs corìtl'ollers are incvitablc l'or

the stability analysis using Lyaplrnov's stability theory. Lyapunov's second niethocl is then

extended lor non-sniooth dynamics systems. An extended integral method is developed to

construct Lyapunov functions. Two piecelvise continuous control strategies are designed,

one is based on the total stability theory which gual'antees that the solution trajectory can

be albitrarily close to the upright position under the condition of small disturbances. The

second strategy guarantees that the system trajectory can be bounded in a controlled

region about the upright position without any resüictions on the magnitucle of the

disturbance. Next, the discontinuous terms in the controller are replaced by continuous

functions to reflect the actual implementation scenario. It is proven, by the generalized

Lyapunov analysis, that the pendulum under investigation can be stabilized in a controlled

region around the upright position. The sensitivity of the system stability with respect to

the uncenainties of physical parameters and of the measurement of the base point

acceleration is also analyzed. It is found that the stability is lar'-eely insensitive to such



uncertainties. The penclulunt modcl is then appliecl in the simulation ol the huntan upper

body ntoventent lor walking. It is fbund that the sinlulation results f'ollow the measurcment

reasonably r,vell. Such a compalison establishes the promise of the moclel f'ol' the

application of mocleling the upright postulal control of the human upper body. The

ntethodology developecl here can not only benelÌt the biomechanics community, but can

also make an important contribution to the analysis of non-snlooth systems, slrch as the

nlcchanic¿tl systenls with fì'iction ancl sliding nrocle contl'ol systenìs.

III
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CHAPTER ONB

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General background

1.1.1 MotivatÍons

The essence of human walking is to move the upper bocly from one place to another

"vith 
reliable stability. A human upper body contains the heacl, amrs, the tholax and the

pelvis; and represents about 600/o of the total body weight. The motor control mechanism

to keep the upper body stable is subtle and most complex (Rahmani, 1979 ancl Pandy,

1981). Furthermore, understanding and modeling of such control systems are important in

the development of bipedal walking machines.

Thete are not many publications about control and stability analysis of a human upper

body during walking using the modeling approach. As lucidly described by Cappozzo et

al. (1978), the movement of the upper body contributes to the reduction of the energy

exchange between body segments and has considerable influence on the whole body

stability during walking. In pathological gait, altered upper body motion is a common

occurrence. Such alteration is caused by the variation of two factors; motion of the pelvis

and the torques and forces applied to the upper body. The pelvic motion plays a crucial

role in the stabilization of the human upper body and is no longer as smooth and as simple

in pathological gait as that of normal walking. Cappozzo (1981,1983) and Stokes and

Forssberg (1989) have shown that the stability of the upper body is highly dependent upon

the motion of the pelvis. Also, the movements of the pelvis (pelvic list, rotation and lateral

displacement) are contained in three of the six major determinants of gait (Saunders et al.,



1953). (The remaining three determinants are stance knee f'lexion-extension, fbot and knee

interactions.) Theret-ore, the investigation of uppel bo<iy stability r,vith complex pelvis

motion is of great significance to understanding human Iocomotion.

1.1.2 Inverted pendulum models

In nearly all previous studies of dynamics for both human beings and bipedal robots,

models were often chosen as either an invefted pendulum whose _eravity center is above

the suspending point (referred to here as the base point) or a chain of invertecl pendulums.

To specify a few such studies, it is notecl that Vukobratovic e r tLl. (1970, I g72, 1973 and,

1975), onyshko and winrer ( 1980), Hemami (1977a, lg7jb, lgjg, 19g0, l9g4 and l9g6),

Scheiner er cú. (1993) and Yang (1994) used multiple-rigid-link models to simulare rhe

body movement during nomral walking. Chow ancl Jacobson (1971), Pandy and Berme

(1988a, 1988b and 1989) used the model of a chain of inverted pendulums to simulate

lower limb motion for both normal and pathological gait. Chow and Jacobson (1972) used

a single base-excited invertecl pendulum to model the human trunk, and the stability of the

pendulum system was studied when the base point imitates the pelvic motion during

walking.

An inverted pendulum or a chain of inverted pendulums is an inherently unstable

system and the studies of control and stabilization of such a system is one of the

challenging problems in the field of automatic control (Mori, 1972). Studies of control and

stabilization of single pendulums can be grouped into two classes. The first class, which

has been investigated extensively, deals with the benchmark problem of an inverted

pendulum in which the base point is rocked to maintain the upright position of the



pendulum. To cite a few cases, Schaefer and Cannon (1966¡, Koenigsberg ancl Frederick

(1970), Mori ¿r ul. (1976) and Henders and Souclack (1992) useci linearizeci fbeclback

control algorithms to achieve stability by base point movement. Barto et 41. (1983),

V/idrow (1987), Guez and Selinsky (19S8) and Anderson (1989) applied neural nerwor.k

approaches to the same problem. Levi (1988) presented a topological explanation ancl a

proof of stability for an inverted pendulum with a specific vertical base motion.

Unlike the benchmark problem of an invertecl pendulunl with only one ciegree of

rotationâl fi'eedom r,vhere the base point is 'rocked' in a way to stabilize the penclulunr, the

stabilization of an inverted pendulum in the second group is achieved by applying control

torques at the base point and the motion of the base point is one of the causes of the

instability of the pendulum. As far as the previous study is concernecl, Chow ancl Jacobson

(1972) developed a control strategy to stabilize an inverted pendulum with two degrees of

rotational freedom about the base point. The control strategy contained on-off

perturbations and the base point was allowed to move in the vertical direction in a

prescribed way. Hemami and Katbab (1982) studied stabilization of a pendulum with three

degrees of rotational freedom. [n their stability analysis, the base point was fixed at the

origin. Also, in order to construct a Lyapunov fi¡nction, the derivative gains in their

cont¡ol algorithm had to be a set of specific values which caused their state trajectories to

be oscillatory. Geromel and Cruz (1937) used an inverted pendulum example to study the

robustness of closed loop systems with respect to two different classes of perturbations in

the control laws. Anderson and Grantham (1989) developed an optimal Lyapunov

feedback control for a single degree of freedom inverted penclulum and with a fixed base



point. Their contribution \,vas that the cont¡'ol torque \,vas constt'ainecl to be rvithin ¿

certain l'ange, yet the stability was guaranteed.

Though many aclvancecl control theories have been cleveloped to control the invertecl

pendulum by applyíng approprizrte control torques, the base point in most of the previous

wot'k was fixecl, except in the study of Chow and Jacobs on (1972) in r,vhich the base point

was allowed to move in the vertical direction and in a prescribed rvay. The challenge in

conttolling the proposecl inverted pendulum moclel is that the inclusion of the base point

motion in the model leads to the dynamic equations of the invertecl penclulum system

consistin-g of, second order differential equations with time variable parametric excitation

(Mendica, 1987) which makes the control task even more challenging. Furthermore,

holizontal accelerations have significant effects on the system stability and the inclusion of

horizontal movements leads to the control system not having an equilibrium point, which

makes the stability analysis extremely difficult. The control and stabilization of a base-

excited inverted pendulum have not been studied rigorously.

1.2 Problem formulation and scope

In human locomotion, the upper body is simply modeled in this study as one inverted

pendulum with two degrees of rotational freedom. The base point of the pendulum (the

bony landmarks at the sacrum in this study) must be free to move in three-dimensional

space with no restrictions on the motion except that base point accelerations must be

continuous. Thus, the inverted pendulum model has five degrees of freedom; two for

rotations and three for translations. The objective of the work, presented in this thesis, is

to develop a methodology to study systematically the control and to predict the stability of



the above inverted pendulum. The work is motivatecl by two concems. Fl.om the

biomechanical point of vielv, the currcnt stuclies of the stability of human locomotion using

a morleling approach nte épntte. From the viewpoint of automatic control, the control ancl

stabilization of base-excited pendulums have not been studied rigorously.

The methodology developed hele is composecl of t',vo aspects. The first aspect is the

stability analysis of the control system and the seconcl aspect is the design of control

strate-qies. These two aspects are implicitly linkecl. The clesign of the control stt.ategies is

based on the stability analysis. The stability menrioned above is related ro rhe stability in

the sense of Lyapunov (1.992). The objective of the stability analysis is to dralv

conclusions about the behavior of a system without actually computing its solution

trajectories. The challenge in using Lyapunov's method is the construction of a Lyapunov

function, for there are no constructive rules or suggestions available.

The challenge in controlling the proposed inverted pendulum model is that the

inclusion of the base point accelerations causes the mathematical model of the control

system to be non-autonomous. Furthermore, the inclusion of the horizontal movements of

the base point leads to the control system not having an equilibrium point, which violates

the fundamental assumption of Lyapunov's stability theory. Such systems are regarded as

systems under disturbance (Slotine and Li, l99l). The stability of such a system, referred

to in Russian literature as stability under constantly-acting perturbation, has to be treated

by total stabitity theory (Hahn, 1960 and Slotine and Li, 1991). The methodology of

studying the control and stability of a base-excited inverted pendulum is developed from

the following five steps.



1.2.1 Development of the extended integral method for construction of Lyapunov

functions

Lyapunov's stability theory allorvs one to analyze nonlinear clynamic systems clirectly.

Lyapunov not only introduced the basic definition of stability that is used today, but also

proved many of the fundamental theorems. Since Lyapunov publishecl his theory

(Lyapunov, 1892), a great deal of work has been clone on stability of nonlinear systems

baseci on Lyapunov's stability theory.

The key to prove the system stability basecl on Lyapunov's stability rheor.y is to

construct a Lyapunov function. Since no constructive rules or suggestions werc given in

his theory, the construction of a Lyapunov function for a nonlinear system rcmains a great

challenge which resü'icts the application of this otherrvise powertrl theory. In the past

thirty years, numerous techniques have been proposed to construct Lyapunov functions

for some special nonlinear systems, as attested to by the existence of many papers on the

subject. Amongst these techniques are the method of analogy with linear systems by

Barbasin (1960), the method of integration by parts by Ponzo (1965) and Huaux (1967),

the method of system energy by Marino and Nicosia (1983), the integral methods, the

scalar-Lyapunov-function method and the intrinsic method by Chin (1986, 1987, l9B8 and

1989). These methods, though valuable, are developed for specific classes of nonlinear

differential equations which may not apply to many physical systems. Among them, Chin's

generalized integral method (Chin, L9S7) provides a systematic approach to the

construction of Lyapunov functions for general nonlinear systems represented by state

space models in the form of n first-order differential equations. It has been successfully



applied to derive Lyapunov functions fbr a number of autonomous systems. However.,

during the initial stage of this research, it was noticed that, using Chin's integral methocl,

the success in construction of a Lyapunov function depencls not only on the proper choice

of weighting functions but also on the existence or cievelopment of suitable state space

models. Such state space models are referred to here as compatible models. The

requirement for the compatibility between the state space moclel and a Lyapunov ftlnction

has often restricted the application of the integral methocl. Based on the above

considelation, an extended integral method is developed in this work to allow construction

of a Lyapt¡nov function for nonlinear control systems; achieving the main objective of

reducin,g the sensitivity of the inte-eral rnethod to the form of the state space model.

1.2.2 Non-smooth analysis

In the course of stability analysis of the inverted pendulum system under study, it is

found that the use of discontinuous controllers are inevitable to validate a Lyapunov

function. Discontinuous controllers mahe the dynamic systems non-smooth; that is, the

dynamic equations contain discontinuous terms with respect to the states or time. Two

fundamental mathematical issues must be considered when studying non-smooth dynamic

systems. One is the solution concept for non-smooth systems. This is because all

conventional solution theories for differential equations, which require each term of the

equations to be at least continuous, are no longer valid. Thus, the existence and the

uniqueness of the solution cannot be guaranteed. Furthennore, with respect to the

conventional solution theories, one cannot even defne solutions for non-smooth dynamic



systems. The second issue is that Lyapunov's stability theory must be extended to non-

smooth systenìs since it was developed based on smooth systems.

lVhat is first nee<ied fbr non-smooth syste'nìs is a solution theory which allows the

study of diffelential equations with discontinuous right-hancl sides. One of the pioneers in

this field is Filippov (1960, 1919 and 1988) i,vho clevelopeci a solution rheory (Filippov's

soltltion theory) for non-smooth differential equations. Although the solution problem for

non-smooth control systenìs has been considered to be impoltant (Slotine ancl Sastry,

1983; Sotrthr,vatd eÍ ul., l99l; Utkin,1977 ancl l99l and Corless, 1993), it has not been

studied rigorously for many discontinuous control systems because "it requir.es much

heavier mathematical machinery" (Corless, 1993). In this dissertation, Filippov's solntion

concept is used to define solutions for the proposed piecer,vise continuous control systems

and the existence and uniqueness of such solutions are proven rigorously using Filippov's

solution theory (1960, 1979 and 1988). Once the existence and uniqueness of the

solutions for control systems presented in this work is established, it is then possible to

analyze the stability of the control system.

It is important to point out that Lyapunov's stability theory is based on conventional

solution theory, that is the dynamic systems must be smooth. For the stability analysis of

non-smooth systems, Lyapunov's second method needs to be extended. Paden and Sastry

(1987) f,trst generalized Lyapunov's second method by imposing a non-zero upper bound

of the derivative of the Lyapunov fllnction with respect to time. They proved, in a

somervhat descriptive manner, that the states of the system (solution in the sense of

Filippov) converge to the equilibrium point in a finite time. Another extension of



Lyapunov's stability theory based on Filippov's solution theoly rvas clone by Southrvoocl

et ul. (1991) rvhere the derivative of Lyapunov ftrnctions on the cliscontinuity surfaces

were replaced with Dini-derivate defined by Rouch er ul. (1917). The most r-ecent ancl

systematic extension of Lyapunov's second method for non-smooth dynamic systems \,vas

developed by Shevìtz and Paden (1994) in rvhich a non-smooth Lyapunov fìrnction is

constructed. Stlch an extension was based on Filippov's solution concept ancl Clarke's

generalized graclient (Clark, 1983). Their result is a theoly applicable to systems wirh

s'uvitches, for which Lyapunov functions are only piecewise smooth. The above extensions

of Lyapunov's stability theory to non-smooth systems were based on the belief that non-

smooth Lyapunov functions are natural for non-smooth dynamic systems. The belief is

true because the derivative of a Lyapunov function with respect to time is the inner-

product of the gradient of the Lyapunov function itself and the rate of the state vector.

Since the rate of the state vector is discontinuous, the derivative of the L)rapunov ftinction

with respect to time may be discontinuous, i.e., the Lyapunov function is non-smooth.

However, the main challenge in construction of non-smooth Lyapunov functions is the

evaluation of the derivatives of Lyapunov functions when the solution trajectories

approach the discontinuity surfaces where Dini-derivate or Clarke's generalized gradients

were introduced. Such an evaluation is related to the determination of the intersection of

infinite convex sets and is extemely difficult especially when the discontinuity surface is

the intersection of several discontinuity surfaces.

In this work, we prove, rigorously, that if the existence and uniqueness of Filippov's

solution arc guaranteed, Lyapunov's second method can be applied directly to non-smooth



dynamic systems. Furthermol'e, a methocl is developeci to construct smooth Lyapunov

ftlnctions fbr non-smooth systems ancl it is shor,vn that the constluction of smooth

Lyapunov functions is much easier for some engineering systems as comparecl to its non-

smooth counterpart. With the above preparation, the stability of the invertecl pendulum

system with piecewise continuous control stl'ategies can be ploven rigorously.

1.2.3 Development of discontinuous controllers and non-smooth analysis

It r,vas fbund in the course of this research that cliscontinuous controllers are inevitable

to validate Lyapunov firnctions for the base-excited invertecl penclulum systems.

Discontinuous controllers are first designed to stabilize the base-excited invertecl

pendulum and non-smooth analysis is performed which includes the solution analysis and

stability analysis.

Lyapunov's stability theory is developed for the stability of nonlinear systems about an

isolated equilibrium point with respect to initial conditions. For the systems that do not

have isolated equilibrium points, total stability theory must be used. Total stability theory

was first proposed by Russian scientists (Dubosin, 1940; Vorovich, 1956 and V¡koc,

1959) and is based on Lyapunov's stability theory. A nonlinear sysrem without an isolated

equilibrium point is referred to as the system under constantly acting perturbations. In the

total stability analysis, such a system is divided into two parts; the undisturbed system with

an isolated equilibrium point and the disturbed system in which the disturbance is included.

With certain conditions on the undisturbed system, the stability of the disturbed system

can be determined.
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In the development of piecewise continuous control strategies, two piecewise

continuous control strategies are developed to determine the lequirecl control torques f-or

stabilization. One control strategy gual'antees the total stability of the control system uncler

the condition of small perturbations, that is, the solution trajectories are ar.bitrarily close to

the upright position. Such a small perturbation condition requires accurate measurement

of horizontal accelerations and some physical parameters. To remove such a requirement,

an improved control strategy is developed lvhich keeps the system trajectory around the

upright position within a controlled bound.

1.2.4 Development of continuous controllers and stability anarysis

The use of a discontinuous control strategy is not without a price. If one attempts to

implement a discontinuous control strategy, the effects of discontinuous forces on

actuators and gear trains can be destructive. Besides, the control exhibits chattering as the

state trajectories reach the discontinuous region (Corless, 1993). Chattering is not

desirable both in itself and in the fact that it may represent a high-frequency signal

component in the state trajectories or in the controller (Slotine and Sastry, 1983). Thus, in

real systems, the control discontinuity is smoothed by replacing the discontinuous terms

with some continuous functions so that the system trajectory moves to the neighborhood

of the approximate discontinuity. However, the effect of smoothing the control

discontinuity on the system stability becomes a crucial issue. In this part, the discontinuous

terms in the control algorithm are approximated by a class of continuous functions to

better reflect the actual implementation scenario. It is then found that given such a

continuous control law, stability in the sense of Lyapunov may not be established.
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However, the invelted pendulum can still be stabilized in a controllecl region around the

upright position. Such stability is referred to here as practical stability, and is proven using

the generalized Lyapunov analysis. The concept of generalizecl Lyapunov analysis was

disct¡ssed by Reissig (1959 and 1960) and Hahn (1963) ancl was lateremployecl to clesign

a robust control strategy for a general class of non-linear or lineal' systems with bouncled

uncertainties (Qu and Dorsey, 1992).

It is important to point out that though discontinuous control strategies are not

desirable fi'om a practical point of view, the study of the idealizecl discontinuous controller

gives a clear picture of the salient properties of the system dynamics and the descriptions

of the ideal behavior can serve as a limit of the non-ideal motions (Utkin, 1977 and, l99I;

Paden and Sastry,1987).

1.2.5 simulations of human upper body movements during walking

The mathematical model developed in this work is applied to study the dynamics of the

human upper body during walking. The movement of the upper body is measured in the

gait laboratory for the corresponding gait patterns. The simulated displacements of the

gravity center of the upper body are compared with those measured and the control

torques are compared with the trunk torques calculated from the kinematics of walking.

The purpose of such a comparison is to establish the promise of the model for further

studies.

With the above theoretical extensions and the design of the control strategies, the

stabilization of a base-excited inverted pendulum can be studied systematically. Such a

methodology is to be applied to the modeling and simulation of the upright postural
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control of huntan upper body during walking. The methodology cievelopecl here can not

only benefit the biomechanics community, but also has important confibution to the

analysis of non-smooth systems, Áuch as the mechanical systems r.vith friction ancl sliding

mode control systems.

1.3 Organization of the thesis

Chapter Tlvo contains the theoretical preliminaries which include the review of the

main results of Filippov's solution theory, Lyapunov's stability theory, total stability

theoly and the idea of the generalized Lyapunov analysis. In Chapter Three, the extension

of Lyapunov's second method to non-smooth clynamic systems is verified ancl an extendecl

integral method is developed to construct Lyapunov functions for nonlinear systems. The

method of construction of smooth Lyapunov functions is also developed in the same

chapter.

In Chapter Four, control strategies are developed to stabilize a single-degree-of-

rotational-freedom inverted pendulum about its upright position. The base point of the

pendulum can move in the vertical plane. The reason a single degree of rotational freedom

inverted pendulum is analyzed is to establish the methodology for a relatively simple case

since the multiple degrees of freedom inverted pendulum is very complicated. In Chapter

Five, two types of control strategies are designed to stabilize a two-degree-of-rotational-

freedom inverted pendulum about the upright position with general base point motion.

One type of control algorithm is piecewise continuous and the other is continuous.

In Chapter Six, the inverted pendulum model developed in this work is applied to

simulate huma¡r upper body movements during r,valking. The simulated movement of the
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invet'ted pendulum and the contlol torques pleclictecl fi'om the proposerl control strate_sy

ale compared to the measured motion and the resultant trunk torques obtained through

analysis of laboratory gait measulements. The purpose of such a comparison is to establish

the potential fol further extensions of the model to inclucle more segments to simulate

bipedal locomotion. In the same chapter, the protocol of gait measurement of the human

upper body movement dudng walking is detailed and the sensitivity of the measulement is

also discussed. The conclusions and recommendecl future rvork al'e outlinecl in Chapter

Seven.
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CHAPTBR TWO

THBORETICAL PRELIMINARY

As stated pteviously, at the heart of the approach developecl in this dissertation lie t',vo

theoretical bases. One is Filippov's solution theory and another one is Lyapunov's stability

theoly. Filippov's solution theory and Lyapunov's stability theory are first reviewed in this

chapter.

2.1 Revielv of Filippov's solution theory

2.1.1 Nature of non-smooth dynamic systems

Just as "non-linear" is understood in mathematics to mean "not necessarily linear'',

"non-smooth" refers to certain situations in which smoothness (differentiability) of the

data is not necessarily ensured. A non-smooth dynamic system means that the differential

equations describing the system contain discontinuous tenns. Non-smooth dynamic

systems appear naturally and frequently in control fields. Examples of these systems

include systems with Coulomb fiiction, contact interactiorrs, variable structure systems ald

optimal control systems. It is essential to rigorously analyze these systems and address

such issues as the existence and uniqueness of the solutions, their stability and qualitative

dynamics. As important as non-smooth systems are in practice, techniques are still lacking

for their analysis. All classical solution theories require vector fields to be at least Lipschitz

continuous. The aforementioned systems, and many others, fail this Lipschitz-continuous

requirement. Wittt respect to these classical solution theories, 6ns ç¡nnot even define a

solution, much less discuss existence and uniqueness of the solutions and their stability.
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What is needed is a set of tools for non-smooth systems which allows the analysis of

differential equations with discontinuous ternls. Several solution theor.ies wer-e developecl

for non-snlooth systems by Russian scientists due to their contributions on rigorous

research on variable structure control and optimal control after 1960. One of the earliest

and conceptually straightforward approaches is the method of Filippov (1960, 1979 and

1988) which has been often used in the solution analysis of non-smooth systems (Slotine

andSastry, 1983; PadenandSastry,ISST; DeCarlo etul., 1988; Southwood etal., I99l

and Shevitz and Paden, 1994). Filippov's solution theory reprcsents a signif,rcant

contribution to the theory and is of particular practical intercst (Anclre, 1960). In his work,

a new defìnition of solution to differential equations r,vith discontinuous terïns was given

which is leferred to here as Filippov's solution, anci theorems were proven for existence,

uniqueness and continuity dependence on the initial conditions. Filippov's work was later

extended to include more general situations (Wagner, 1977; Clarke, 1983 and Aubin and

Cellina, 1987) which is known as the field of dffirential inclusions (Aubin and Cellina,

1987). Dffirential ínclusions is the study of dynamic systems having state derivatives not

uniquely determined by the states of the system, but depending loosely upon them.

As non-smooth dynarnic systems become popular in control engineering, the solution

concept, as well as the existence and uniqueness of the solutions has attracted some

attention from control scientists. However, due to the fact that '...much heavier

mathematical machinery is required...' (Corless, 1993) to analyze the solutions to the non-

smooth dynamic systems, the analysis of the solutions to many non-smooth control

systems have not been performed, though the importance of such an analysis has been
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addressed in the Iiterature (Slotine and Sastry, 1983; Southlvarcl, et ul., l99l anci Corless,

1993). Before the existence and uniqueness of the solution to the proposeci non-snroorh

dynamic system is analyzed, the solution concepr developed by Filippov (1960, 1979 and,

1987) and those theorems of existence and uniqueness usecl in this work are summarized

here.

2.l.2Main results of Filippov's solutÍon theory

D eJi.nit ion oJ' F ilippov' s :;o lution

Consider the vector differential equation

x = f (x, t) e.t)

where f: Rn xR -+ Rn is measurable and essentially locally bounded. The solution to

equation (2.1) was given by Filippov (1960) as follows:

DeJinition 2.1: A vector function x(t), defined on the interval (tr, tr), is called a

solution of equation (2.1) if it is absolutely continuous and if for almost all t e (t, tr)

and for arbitrary ô> 0 the vector dx(t)/dt belongs to the smallestconvex closed set (of

n-dimensional space) containing all the values of the vector function f(trx'), when x'

ranges over almost all of the ô -neighborhood of the point x(t) in the space of x (with t

fixed), i.e., the entire neighborhood except for a set of measure zero. In the notation

adopted above,

dxlt)
-* e F{f(t,x(t))}

F{f(r,x(t))}= ô¡,0 ô¡v=0 õ t1t,n1*(t), ô) - N)

(2.2)

where
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and co refers to the convex hull ola set. N are the sets of Lebes-gue meAsure zero.

illustrate the limiting procedure usecl to defìne F{f(t, x(t))}, Fi_gure 2.1 shows rhe

vector images of a small neighborhoocl arouncl the point x. The interface is a neglecteri set

of measure zero rvhere the vector field is not defined. The set F{f(t, x(Ð)} reduces to the

convex hull of two limit vectors as the neighborhood becomes vanishingly small.

co f[B(x,ô)-N]

Figure 2.1 Illusnative explanation of F{f(t, x(t))} (reproduced from Shevi¿ and paden,

1994)

Remarks

(1) The content of Filippov's solution is that the tangent vector to a solution, where it

exists, must lie in the convex closure of the limiting values of the vector field in

progressively smailer neighborhoods around the soiution point. The above definition

allows us to exclude sets of zero measure: This technical detail allows solurions to be

defined at points even where the vector field itself is not defined, such as at the interface of

two regions in a piecewise defined vector field.

\\

ù

\
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(2) Defìnition (2.1) is quite general, that is, it includes more genelal classes of

discontinuous differential equations than those with a piecewise continuous controller.

Definition (2.1) is referred to as a Filippov's solution in this report ancl the solutions

satisfying the classical solution theories are rcfelred to as conventional solutions.

(3) Filippov's solution theory is useful in engineering problems because Filippov's

solutions are limits of solutions with the righrhand side averaged over smaller and smaller

neighborhoods. Thus, it is expected that the Filippov's trajectories of non-smooth systems

will be close to the true trajectories (Paden and Sastry, 1987).

Comparison vvith conventfu¡nul x¡lutit¡ns

Suppose that fol tr < t< t, the glaph of the vector function x(t) extencls inside the

region in which the right-hand side of equation (2.1) is continuous with respect to (t, x). In

order that x(t) be a solution to equation (2.1) in the sense of definition (2.1) for these

values of t, it is necessary and sufficient that it be a solution to this equation in the usual

sense, i.e., that over the entire interval (tt, t) it have a derivative equal to f(t, x(t)).

Theorem on the existence ancl continuation of a solution

Let the right-hand side of equation (2.1) be measurable and bounded in a region Ç).

Then for an arbitrary initial condition x(to)=a, where (to, a) efl, a solution of

equation (2.1) exists satisfying the above initial conditions which is also continuable on the

interval.
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Tltcorem:; r¡n the uniqueness ofthe solution:;

The theorems of the uniqueness of the solution were developed separately f'or the cases

where the discontinuity surface is a single surface ancl the case 'uvhere the discontinuity

surface is the intersection of several discontinuity surfaces.

For the case of single cliscontinuity surfaces 5¡={x:s(x)=0}, the r.egion O is ciividecl

into domains Ç)- and c)+ which are clefined as c)- = {x:s(x) < 0} and f)* = {x:s(x) > 0}.

Functions f - and f* are clefined as the right-hancl sicles of the clynamic equations in the

regions C)- and Ç)+ which are measurable ancl bouncled. Let the firnctions f, be continuous

with respect to xt,...,xn in Q- and Ç)+, and let there exist limiting values of the functions

f' under approach to an arbitrary point of the surface S from clomain Ç)- to Ç)+. Vector h

isdefinedash=f*-f-atallpointsofthediscontinuitysurfaceS. Inaddition,h*is

defined as the projection of h on the normal to the discontinuity surface S. If it is found

that hn <0, then in the domain Ç) for the system (2.1) we have the uniqueness and

continuous dependence of the solution on the initial conditions. Furthermore, if we have

fJ > 0 and f* > 0 (or fJ < 0 and f*- < 0) at all points of S, the solution goes through S

and has only one point in common with S.

For the case where the discontinuity surface is the intersection of several surfaces,

consistent with Filippov's theory, the regions Ç), are projected on the n-dimensional state

space into regions S|, j=lr2,...rr. The smooth surfaces bounding the Si wül be denotecl

by Sl", where m is the dimension and i is the number of the surfaces. For each x e S!, the

intersection of discontinuity surfaces, set Kl(trx) is defined as
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rl 1t,x¡ = F.r (t,x) n P,' (*) (2.3)

where 4'(t,*) = F(t,x) and P¡l(x) is the set of all vectors paralleled to the l-climensional

sudace Sl at the point on the discontinuity surface including the null vector'. tIllt,x¡ is

the set of vectors of Kl(t,x) tangent to Sl at the point on the ectge (boundary) of Sl.

For the case of intersecting discontinuity surface Sl, Theorem I of Filippov (lgig)

stated that for tr < t< tr in ç), l) each solution of (2.1) 
-soes fiom one set Sl into

another only a fìnite numbel of times; 2) there is uniqueness of the solution up to the

boundary in each Sl ancl 3) each Sl possesses one of the t'ollowing two propelries: a) for

all Sl'abutting Sl ttre sets Hl'(t,x) are empry for all x e Sl, b) only one of these sets is

(2.1) has the property of uniquenon-empty anO Kl1t,x) is empty. Then, equarion

solution.

2.2 Review of Lyapunov's stability theory and related stability theories

2.2.1 Lyapunov's stability theory

The theory of stability is primarily concerned with motions determined by ordinary

differential equations where the initial values serve as parameters. When speaking of

stability of these motions, the appendage "with respect to the initial values" will be

omitted. Let us consider equation (2.1) where f(t, x) is continuous and it is further

assumed that the equation has a unique solution corresponding to each initial condition,

that is, f(t, x), satisfies a global Lipschiø condition. Vidyasagar (1993) showed that

roughly speaking, alnost all continuous functions satisff Lipschitz condition. Let v be a

particular solution determinin_e the unperturbed motion. Assuming
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Y=x-v

The difïerential equation becomes

i = f(y+ v, t) - f(v, t)

which is called the differential equation of the perturbed motion. This equation has the

tlivial solution Y=0 as an equilibrium. Thus, it is always possible for a system trajectory to

correspond to only a sin,qle point. Such a point is callecl an equilibrium point which is

defined below

DeJínitittn 2.2: A state x':' is an equilibrium state (or equilibrium point) of the system if

once x(t) is equal to xd', it remains equal to x* for all fi.lrure time.

Mathematically, it means that the vector x'r satisfìes

f(t,x'F) - 0

Furthermore, we shall make the assumption that the differential equations shall have the

trivial solution as an isolated equilibrium.

DeJinition 2.3: str¿bility in the sense oJ Lyapunov (i.s.l.)

The equilibrium of equation (2.1) is stable in the sense of Lyapunov (i.s.l.) if and only

if foranarbitraryr> 0, aô> 0 (ô depends ons) canbefound suchthat

ll*,,11. ¡

implies that

llx1t,x,, ¡ll < e

forallt>to.
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D eJini tio n 2.4 : Lyctp Ltnov Jimctiort

A function V(x): Rn x R -+ R is calleci a Lyapunov function if the following three

conditions are satisfied:

(l) V(x) is continuous and has continuous filst older partial clelivatives with respect to

X¡1x2:...,Xn and time t (if t shows in function v(t, x)) in the solution region c).

(2) v(x) is a positive and definite function in the same solution region.

(3) The derivative of V(x) with respect to tinle t, V(x; , is ne-eative ancl semi-definite in

Q. Fol the case that a Lyapunov function is time-varying, V(t,x) is positive clefinite it

V(t, 0¡=9 and there exists a time-invariant positive definite function Tl (x) such that

Vt > 0, V(t,x) > Vo(x) (2.4)

Lyap ttnov' s s eco n¿l methotl

If equation (2. 1) is such that it is possible to find a positive and definite Lyapunov

function V, of which the derivative of V with respect to time, V, is negative or reduces

identically to zero, the solution of equation (2.1) is stable in the sense of Lyapunov (i.s.l.)

2.2.2 Ãdvanced Lyapunov's stability theory

Consider the situation that the function, V, is positive-def,rnite, and that its derivative,

V, represents a negative and semi-def,rrite function or is identic ally zero. For autonomous

systems, LaSalle's invariant principle (LaSalle, 1960) can be used to prove the asymptotic

stability when the derivative of a Lyapunov function, V, is negative and semi-definite. For

non-autonomous systems, La Salle's principle is not applicable. Generally, asymptotic

stability analysis of non-autonomous systems is much harder than that of autonomous

systems. An important and simple result which partially remedies this situation is
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Barbalat's lenltna, which is pulely a mathematical result concemin_9 the asymptotic

properties of finctions and their derivatives (Slotine and Li, 1993). When ploperly usecl

for dynamic systems, palticularly non-autonomous systems, it may leacl to the satisfactory

solution of many asymptotic stability problems.

Lyctpunov-like lemma (based on Barbalat's lemma): If a Lyapunov ftlnction V(x,t) satisfìes

the following conditions; (l) V(x,t) is lower bounded; 1Z) Vlt,x) is negarive semi-defTnite

ancl, (3) V(trx) is unifbrmly continuous in time. Then V(trx) -+ 0 as t -+ 0.

2.2.3Total stability

Lyapunov theory is mainly developed for stability analysis of nonlinear systems about

the equilibrium state with respect to initial conditions. Consider the following equations

x=f(t,x)+g(t,x) (2.s)

where g(x' t) is a perturbation term. We assumed that x*=0 is an equilibrium point for a

unperrurbed dynamic system, that is, f(t,xx¡=Q. But x*=0 is not necessarily an equilibrium

point for the perturbed system (2.5).If the assumption of an isolated equilibrium point is

dropped, the stability in the sense of Lyapunov cannot be formulated. An extension of

Lyapunov's stability concept is needed. This extension is the main question addressed by

the total stability theory (or stability under persistent disturbances).

DeJinition 2.5: The equilibrium point x*=0 for the unperturbed system (2.1) is said to be

totally stable if for every r ) 0, two numbers ô, and õ, exisr such that ll-f rrll< õ, and

llg(t'*)ll<õ, imply that every solution x(t) of the perturbed sysrem (2.5) satisfies the

condition llx(t)ll< e.
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Definition 2.5 means that an equilibrium point is totally stable if the state of the

perturbed system can be kept arbitrarily close to zero by restricting the initial state and the

perturbation to sufficiently small values. Note that total stability is a local version (with

small input) of bouncled input bounded output stability. In Russian literature, this type of

stability is called stability undelconstantly acting perturbations (Dubosin, 1940). Vorovich

(1956) extended the definition to the case where the perrurbation forces are statistically

given ranclonr functions.

Theorem o.t''totul srubility: If the equilibrium point of the undisturbecl system is uniformly

asymptotically stable, then it is totally stable for a system defined by equation (2.5).

Total stability guarantees boundness to only small disturbance, and requires only local

asymptotic stability of the equilibrium point. A natural question is whether the global

uniform asymptotic stability can guarantee the boundness of the state in the presence of

large (though still bounded) perturbations. The general condition for the totat stability

with large, but bounded perturbations is not yet known. Krasovskii (1954) derived the

sufficient conditions of total stability with large perturbations for some specific

autonomous systems. Vrkoc (1959) closely investigated the above case in which the

perturbation function satisfies certain integral conditions.

2.2.4 G eneralized Lyapunov analysis

The major challenge in using Lyapunov's second method is that there is no

constructive rule available on how to construct a Lyapunov function. The requirement of

non-negative V impties that V must decrease monotonically or remain constant. In some

work, Lyapunov's second method was generalized to relax the condition on monotonical
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decrease in V (referred to here as a quasi Lyapunov function). Such an approach was

initially cleveloped by Reissig (1959 and 1960) ancl summarizerJby Hahn (1963). The iclea

of such a generalized Lyapunov analysis is explained using the following example:

The phase plane is divided into three regions (4, B and C) as shown in Fig. 2.2.|n

Region A and B, the quasi Lyapunov function V is the same as the standard Lyapunov

function, that is, the function itself and its derivative with respect to time are continuous

and furthermore, the function V is positive anci its time derivative, V, is negative. In

ü<o
v>0

-i-------- -- X
O...+

v(o
\/>o

Figure 2.2 Generalized Lyapunov anaiysis

Region C, dl the above conditions are satisfied except that the time derivative of function

V can not be guaranteed to be negative. The fact of a non-negative time derivative of V

might lead to an increase in the quasi Lyapunov function in Region C. However, if we

know that the amount of the increase in the quasi Lyapunov function in Region C is lower

than the amount of the decrease in the Region A or B, respectively, the system stability is

still guaranteed (Hahn, 1963). The stability is believed weaker than the stability in the

sense of Lyapunov. Therefore, it is referred to in this dissertation as practical stability, that

is, the solution to equation (2.1) is stable in acontrolled region around the zero states.

6.t
A
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U
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CHAPTER THREE

ON LYAPUNOV STABILITY ANALYSIS OF NONLINEAR/NON.SNIOOTH
DYNAMIC SYSTEMS

3.1 Introduction

As discussed before, Lyapunov's second method is valid only for smooth dynamic

systems. It is to be proven in this chapter that Lyapunov's second method can be extended

to non-smooth dynamic systems -siven the condition of the existence and uniqueness of

Filippov's solutions.

It r,vas believed that non-smooth Lyapunov functions arc natural for non-smooth

systems. However, using non-smooth Lyapunov functions, the evaluation of its derivative

with respect to time can be extremely difficult which makes the stability analysis of non-

smooth systems almost impossible. In this chapter, it is shown that smooth Lyapunov

functions can be constnrcted for some non-smooth systems in a simpler way as compared

with the non-smooth ones.

As was also discussed in the previous chapter, the construction of a Lyapunov function

is highty challenging since there are no rules or methodology mentioned in Lyapunov's

theory. Though much work has been done on development of techniques to construct

Lyapunov functions, those techniques are for specific classes of nonlinear systems. Chin,s

generalized integral method (Chin, 1987) provides a systematic approach to the

construction of Lyapunov functions for general nonlinear systems. However, the success

in construction of a Lyapunov function using Ctrin's integral method depends not only on

the proper choice of weighting functions but also on the existence or development of

compatible state-space models. This need for a compatible dynamic state-space model may
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restrict the range of systems suitable for application of the integral nlethocl. Therefore, an

extended integral method is also developed in this chapter to recluce the sensitivity of

Chin's inte_qral method to the form of the state-space moclel.

3.2 Extension of Lyapunov's second method to non-smooth dynamic systems

To prove that Lyapunov's second method can be extencled to non-smooth dynamic

system directly, the following lemmas (Vidyasagar,1993) are to be used.

DeJinition: A function Q:R* + R* is of class K if it is continuous, strictly increasing,

ancl Q(0) = S.

Lemma: Suppose 0:Rn Ð R* is continuous, that 0(0) = 0, Q is non-decreasing, ancl that

0(r)>0, vr>0. Then there exisrs a function cr, of class K such that a(r)<Q(r) for

Vr. Moreover, if 0(r) -+ oo as r --) æ, then Cf can be chosen to have the same property.

Proof of the valídity oJ Lyapunov's second methocl to non-smooth. dynamic systems

If a Lyapunov function can be constructed for a nonlinear system, two constants H and

T can be found such that, for all values of the state variables x, , .. . r xn , t which satisff the

condition that if t > T,

ll*ll< tt (3.1)

the following inequalities exist:

V(t,x) < 0

According to the above lemma, we have

(3.2)

v(t,x) > wtll*lll (3.3)

where W is a function of class K.
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Let us consider x (the vector fi.rnction of time t) as a solution to the clifferential

equations in the sense of Filippov which is uniquely dependent on the initial conditions. It

is also assumed that the vector ftrnction xn for t=T satisfying (3.1) with an inequality

sign. Then, by virtue of the continuity of these functions, (3.1) is satisfìecl for all values of

t sufficiently near T. Let us only consider values of t not less than T.

Function V for time t = T is designated by Vo and consicler relation (3.2) anct (3.3) to

be satisfied. It can be concluded that function x will satisfy the condition

wlllxll¡ < v,, (3.4)

of which the righrhand side can be made arbitlarily small by making ll.,,ll suff,rciently

small.

To prove that 0* is a stable equilibrium point, it must be shown that given any e > 0

and any t > T, we can find a ô = ô(e,T) such rhar if ll.,,ll< ô(e,T), then, llx(t,xu)11..,

for any t > T. Accordingly, given any e, !V(e) can be determined. Based on the

definition of the functions of class K, W(e) is a positive, non-zero function.

Consequently, it is always possible to make \ less than W(e). This is because W(e) is a

positive and non-zero function and % can tend to zero as xo tends to zero. Thus, it is

always possible to find a number ô(erT) such that whenever x0 satisfies the condition

ll.rll= ô(e,r) (3.s)

the following inequality

% < w(e)

is satisfied.
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Accordin-q to equations (3.2) ancl (3.6), rhe following form results

V(t,x(t,x¡))<Vn<W(e)

Basecl on (3.3),

V(r,x( t,x6 )) > wfll"lll

and the f'ollor,ving inequality exists

wtll*lll < w(e)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.e)

Since Wfll*lll is a strictly increasing ancl positive function, it can be concludecl that

ll*ll. u (3.1t)

From this analysis and logical development, it is seen that the theorem is ploven.

3.3 Construction of smooth Lyapunov functions for non-smooth dynamic systems

In the previous work of extension of Lyapunov's second method (Paden and Sastry,

1987, Southwood et a1.,1993 and Shevitz and Paden, |994),Lyapunov functions are non-

smooth because it was believed that non-smooth Lyapunov functions are naturaì for non-

smooth systems. The main diffîculty in using those methods, however, is the determination

of the sign of the total derivative of non-smooth Lyapunov functions as the solution

trajectories approach the discontinuity surfaces. Such a determination of the sign is related

to the intersection of infinite convex sets which becomes more difficult when the

discontinuity surface is the intersection of several discontinuity surfaces.

It is demonstrated in this section that smooth Lyapunov functions can be constructed

for some non-smooth systems in a simpler way. The reason is that the discontinuous

derivative of the vector of states does not necessarily lead to a discontinuous derivative of

a Lyapunov function. The key step to construct smooth Lyapunov functions for non-
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smooth dynamic systems is to construct Lyapunov functions such that its clerivative rvith

lespect to time can be divided into trvo parts 
- 

one part relates to the cliscontinuous

derivative of the vector of states which is bounded due to the existence of Filippov's

solution, and the other part is continuous and tends to zero lvhen the first part is

discontinuous. Although such a requirement of keeping the derivative of the Lyapunov

function as zero on the discontinuity surfaces appears to impose restrictions to the form of

Lyapunov f'unctions, it can be easily satisfied for many systems as shown in the following

examples.

Exumple /; stability of a non-smooth system (shevitz and paden, r994)

Considel the construction of Lyapunov functions for the following non-smooth system

x = -R(x(t), t)Vllxil, (3.11)

where R is an nxn mafix such that R,, 
= Il"ul The above example is generalized

j+i

from the one given in the work of Shevitz and Paden (1994) where R is a special case of

the one shown above. ll*ll, =Ëb,l ana vllxll, i, not defined on rhe x, axis, sets of
i=l

measure zero. On the x, axis, Vllxll, is the convex hull, for example of n=2, when the

solution trajectory approaches the origin (0, 0) (the intersection of the discontinuity

surfaces), we have

Ktfl(x) = co((-l, 1), (1, l), (1, - 1), (-1, - t))

The right-hand side of (3.11) is a discontinuous vector firnction. The existence and

uniqueness of Filippov's solution for (3.11) can be proven, but not detailed here. Choosing
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v -:Ë-l = jil-il, as a Lyapt¡nov tunction for (3.11), V is conrinuous, posirive anct

definite. The derivative of V can be calculatecl as follows:

For x, * 0 (i = 1,..., tr)

V = x'r'x = -xl'nvll*ll, = -*'''R(sgn(x, ), sgn(x" ),...,sgn(xn ))'r

= -[l*,|R,, * Ë*,nr¡ sgn(x., ¡ + lxrln"" * i*"R2.¡ sgn(x, )+...,+
i=2 

:=-:,

¡rn-l
l*,, lR "" 

+ f x,,Rn, sgn(x ¡)l
i=t

since Ri, ) Ë|n,,l,we have V < o.
j=1
jÉi

For x' = 0 (i = lr2r...rn) where the cliscontinuity surface is the intersection of all the

single discontinuity surfaces.

Iim v= Iim ,'* llx(t+¡tlll' -ll*tti¡" I I n

-;-,1¡ *,-ìi'aiiï' 
^r 

t = å.lll.olTlì.nIol(t+ Àt) -x,'?(t)l

= tim üm î*,x'(t+Ât)-x'(t)-nx,-+o*Àt-+o*fr' At

Note that from the condition of the existence of Filippov's solution, we have that

x, (t+ At) - x, (t)

^t 
is bounded. Following the same procedure shown above, it can be

shown that lim V = 0 and V is continuous when x¡=0 (i=lr2r...rn). For the cases that
x, -+0-

some of x¡ (i=1,2r...rn) tend to zero, a similar conclusion can be obtained. Therefore, V is

continuous and not positive, that is, the above Lyapunov function V for (3.11) is a smooth

Lyapunov function.
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To appreciate the simplicity of the construction of smooth Lyapunov ftrnctions as

compared to non-smooth Lyapunov firnctions, we choose the same non-smooth Lyapunov

tunction used by Shevitz ancl Paden (1994) for'(3.11) as V=l*,1*l*rl tbr a simplified

case of n=2. Such a Lyapunov ftlnction has negative ilerivative lvhen both xr and x2 arc

non-zero. Here, for the case that x, = 0 and x2 = 0, that is, the cliscontinuity surface is

the intersection of twodiscontinuity surfaces xl = 0 ancl x" = 0, in orcler to guar.antee the

stability, the following relationship must be proven:

L
V(x, t):= ll E''Xtfl(x, t) < 0

€eðv

L
V(x,t) defined in Shevitz and Paclen (1994) is the set of inrersection of E't'K[f](x,t)

where f takes all values of set ðV. The generalized gradient, âV, is a convex set which

has the form *{(-r, 1)r, (1, 1)'r, (-1,-l)r, (L-l)T} for this example. Filippov,s

differential inclusion, K[f](x,t) is also a convex set as

*{-(nr, * Rrr, Rzr * Rrr)t, - (Rrr - Rrr, Rr, -Rrr)t,
(Rrr -Rr2' Rr, -Rrr)t, (Rr, *Rrr, Rzr *Rrr)r)

Where the Ru (i, j = lr2) are the values when x, + 0 and xz è 0. To prove that

v(x, t) < 0 requires the knowledge of convex analysis and is not always easy.

This example shows that a non-smooth Lyapunov function can be avoided by making

parts of the gradient of the Lyapunov ftrnction, which corresponds to the discontinuous

terms in the inner product, zeto on the discontinuity surfaces. The example also shows

that though in Shevitz and. Paden's work (1994), the restriction of differentiability of

Lyapunov functions is weakened as compared with smooth Lyapunov functions, the
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clifficulty in deterrnining the sign of V(x, t) is introciuced. From our experience, when the

discontinuity surlàce is the intelsection of several discontinuity suffaces, the task of

determining the sign of the delivatives of non-smooth Lyapunov finctions can be very

difficult.

Example 2.' stability of a control sysrem with friction (cai ancl Song, 1993)

Consider a harmonic oscillator with stick-slip friction in the form of a state-space

model

(3.12)

xt =x2

. 1,n," k
x2 =----xrmm

1,n,. represents the stick-slip friction formulated by Cai and Song (1993) as follows:

rr,,i. = -sgn(x" )t.r,p -{1- abs[sgn(xr)J]to,.n (roppr ) (3.13)

.kwhere T"ppt = -ã*, and sgn(x2) and Tr,,.u are defined as follows

Ir xz )o
sgn(xri=1 o xz=0

|.-r xz(o

t- .,-ft"oo, abs(tonn,)(T-r*
Lsrick \ Lappr.l - 

L",n* abs(tooo¡ ) 2 Trno*

It is noted that t*. is a discontinuous function and the absolute value of Trr,. is bounded

witlrin [0,max{trrip, rn'*}]. The right-hand side of (3.12) is discontinuous for x2 =0,

but it is Lebesgue measurable and bounded. The existence and uniqueness of Filippov's

solution to (3.12) have been proven by Filippov (1964). A Lyapunov function for (3.12) is
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constnicted as V(x,,xz) = i^*i* jf>ri which is conrinuous, positive and riefinire. Its

derivative rvith respect to time, V, is

Forxr*0

V = mxz,tz +kxrx, = -Tstipx2 sgn(xr) = -Tsl¡pl*rl a O

For x" -+ 0

V(x',o)= liry.,V= tim V= Iim tt*flt4|&=mlim timx,4IE=s- x2--r{)' x2+t)- x2_+()Ât_+(} 
^t 

xz-+rl¡t_+il- ¿ 
Â,t

lt is known that x, is not continuous but bouncled (condition fbr the existence of

Filippov's solution). It should be notecl that though x" is not continuous ât x" = 0, xr*.,

is uniquely defined and continuous. Therefore, V is uniquely defined and is continuous,

negative and semi-definite. Based on the above discussion, V is a smooth Lyapunov

function for the non-smooth system shown n (3.12).

Example 3; Variable structure control of robot manipulators (Stepanenko and Su, t 993)

Consider the sliding mode equation, describing variable structure control of robot

manipulators (Stepanenko and Su, 1993) as follows:

DS=ÕV-Õcr-Bs-Krs-Kzsgn(s) (3.f4)

where matrix D is the symmetric, bounded, positive definite inertia matrix; matrix Õ is the

regressor matix; mafix B represents the centripetal and Coriolis torques; K, and K, are

positive definite design matrices. s=0 is the general sliding manifold, sgn(s) is the sign

function and v e R- is the vector of switching functions defined below:

vi = -cq sgn()s¡O.¡i)
j=1
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System (3. l4) describes a variable structure control of lobot manipr-rlators with nonlinear

slidin-s manifolds ancl the robustness of the controller with respect to a class of state-

dependent uncertainties was also analyzecl (Stepanenko and Su, 1993). The right-hand

side of (3.14) is discontinuous tvhen the sohrtion trajectory crosses the slidin-e manifold S

or r¡r' changes its sign. The Lyapunov function for system (3.14) can be constructed as

I ...
V(s) =;s'Ds r.vhich is continuous, positive ancl clefinite. Its derivative with respect to

time is

V = s't' (<Þrf - <Þa - K rs - K 
" 

sgn(s))

It can be easily proven that V is never positive in the continuous region. We prove here

that V is continuous when s = 0 and when ry, is not continuous.

Case 1: s = 0, that is the solution trajectory approaches to the sliding manifold.

Iim V = .l:tlÏ 
srl<ÞV-Õa- Krs- K, sgn(s)l = g

Note that the right-hand side of the system (3.I4) (shown in the bracket of the above

equation) is bounded due to the existence of Filippov's solution. Thus V = 0 as s -> 0*.

Following the same procedure, it can be proven that 
.fif; V = 0. From the expression of

V, we have V = 0. Therefore, V is continuous when s = 0.

Case 2: q, is not continuous, that is lr, = isrO¡i Ð 0.
j=t

lim V= Iim sr(@v-lÞcr-Krs-K, sgn(s))
À, -+0* l, -+0'

= ìim {-srK,s - srK2 sgn(s) - Io, f s.¡Õ¡,
À, -+()' ' i=l j=l

m ln I

- Iu,lI',*,,|¡i=r l.¡=r I
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The fìrst three terms arc continuous, the last

Thus, we have

term which is related to ì", tends to zero.

lim V = Iim V = lim {-s't'K,s- s]'K, sgn(s)
À, -+{)' l, -r() À,-+()' ' I - Ëo, ir,<Þ¡,) = V(t, = o)

i=t .i=l

Therefbre, V is a continuous function, ancl the Lyapunov function sholvn above is a

smooth Lyapunov function for system (3. l4).

In summaty, the main difficulty in construction of non-smooth Lyapunov functions is

the evalttation of its derivative on the discontinuity surfaces which leacls to the

cletermination of the intemection of infinite convex sets. Such a limitation nlay cause the

Lyapunov stability analysis of some non-smooth systems impractical. The above examples

show that smooth Lyapunov functions can be constructed for some non-smooth systems

in a simpler way. The approach to derive a smooth Lyapunov function for a non-smooth

system is the same as its smooth counterpart except that parts of the gradient of the

Lyapunov function corresponding to the discontinuous term in the rate of the state vector

are such that the production of the discontinuous term of the rate of state vectors and the

corresponding parts of the gradient of the smooth Lyapunov function must be zero on the

discontinuity surfaces. For some cases, such as the first two examples, the corresponding

parts of the gradient of the Lyapunov functions are set to be zero directly. It is shown

from the above s¡amples, the requirement of keeping the zero-production of the

discontinuous terms of the rate of state vector and the corresponding parts of the gradient

of Lyapunov functions can be easily satisfied. Thus, smooth Lyapunov functions can be

easier to use for some non-smooth systems. Note that the presented method is not the

replacement of the previous work (Shevitz and Paden, 1994), but rather a complementary
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study. For some non-smooth systems, non-smooth Lyapunov fìrnctions appears to be the

only choiccs.

3.4 Development of the extended integral method

In this section, the -eenelalizeci integral method is extencled, with the main objective of

teducing the sensitivity of the method to the form of the state-space model. This extension

is achieved by simply allowing all the state variables, inclucling their time clerivatives, to be

incorporated in each 'uveightin-e function. As a result of this inclusion, the compatibility

requirements imposed on the state-space moclels are relaxecl clue to the tact that the choice

of a less compatible state-space model can be compensatecl through proper choice of the

weighting functions. This treatment, as will be demonstratecl, will lead to a less restrictive

and more easily constructed Lyapunov function. It is also noted that most of the

techniques of constructing Lyapunov functions are developed for autonomous systems

which exclude many engineering systems. The extended method can be applied to both

autonomous and non-autonomous systems, including those with time as an explicit

variable.

3.4.1 DerivatÍon of Lyapunov functions: an extended integrar method

Consistent with the generalized integral method developed by Chin (1987b), we

consider a nonlinear dynamic system represented by the following general state-space

model:

*¡ = f¡ (trx1r..rxn ) i= lr2r...rn (3.rs)
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Equation (3.15) intplies that the systenì under stucly can be either autonomous or non-

autonomous. Function f¡(trx, r..rX,, ) can be either continuous or discontinuous.

Rewriting this equation in the following form

Li =*¡ -f,(t,x1r..rxn)=0 (3.16)

we then define the following integral

, -ftli =J,,lvi(trx,r..rx,,r*rr..r*n)L'dt=0 (3.17)

where w¡ (trx¡¡..ex¡r*,r..r*n ) r'epresents a continuous rveighting ftrnction of time anci

some or all the state valiables and their time derivatives. Fol the case of discontinuous

fi(trx,r..rxn), the production of wi(trx¡..eXn1*¡..r*n)fi(trxr..rxn) must be

continuous to guarantee that I, can be integrated. Equation (3.17) is now summed over

i=L12r...n,

+l= LIi =0 (3.18)
i=l

which altemately can be rearranged as follows:

F(t,xrr...'Xnl*Jbtt,*1r...exn)dt= 0 (3.19)

Comparing (3.19) with the following equarion

V(t,x,,..,xnl *f -V1t¡x¡1..,x,)dt = 0

one can easily write the following relations:

V(trxr r..rxn ) = F(trxr,..rXn )

Vltrxr r..rxn ) = -G(trxrr..rXn )
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if F(t'x¡;..1X¡) is positive defìnite and -G(t,xr,..,x,,) is negative definite or at least

semi-definite, we can then claim that fot the system representecl by (3.15), V(t,x,,..,Xu)

is the Lyapunov ftlnction. The ft¡nction lv,(t,x1,..,xn,)trr..,*n) should be determinecl

such that the conditions imposecl on F and -G are satisfied.

The reason (3.t8) is rcamanged to form (3.19) lies in rhe facr rhat although it is

relatively easy to develop a positive clefinite ftrnction for nonlinear systems, for example,

enelgy functions, it may be difficult to prove the negativeness of the time derivative of

such a function, especially if the time derivative is calculatecl fì'om the function directly. In

(3.19)' the time derivative of F is given as (-G) r,vhich incorporates weighting functions.

The weighting functions are then adjusted to result in a negative (-G).

The extended integral method includes most of Chin's methods. Several cases can be

demonstrated. Note that

w, (trxrr..rxn r*rr..r*n ) = > gi¡. (xr )
k=l

wu*, (trx,,..rxn ,*l r..r*n ) = *t
w, (trxrr..rxnrirr..r*n ) = 0

The integral I in (3.18) is written as follows:

(s.20)

will lead to Chin's generalized integral method where g,n(xu) is a function of only one

state variable xn (Chin 1987b). Chin's intrinsic method is also a special case of the

extended integral method. This is proven in the following way:

Assuming

k+1<n
i*k+1, i-1,..,tr
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t = {¡- (*r*r - fu*, (x, ,.., x,, ))dt

= {¡u*u.,dr- Jlnuru., (x,,..,x,, )dr

Note that

Thus,

*u = fn(x, r..rXn)

t= {, fu(x,,..,x,,)*u*,dt-l-fu*,(x,r..,xn)*udt =0

which is equivalent to

f**" , ,.* v \dv f**
J' fr.(x,r"rxn)dxu*, = J,,- fu*,(x,r..rxn)dx¡

(3.22) is idenrical to (l l) of Chin's intrinsic method (Chin lggg).

3.4.2 Examples of the application of the extended integral method

xl =x2
*z = -D(x1ex2 eX3 )xz - âx¡ - h(xr )
*s=BXz-bxs

In this case study, the extended integral method is used, for the first time, to clerive a

Lyapunov function for a generalized nonlinear system described by:

(3.21)

(3.22)

ß.23)

where a, b and g are positive constants, D(x'xrrxr), h(xr) are continuous and

differentiable functions. System (3.23) is generalized from the state-space model

describing a power system. Lyapunov functions have been constructed for the specific

form of system (3.23) by Mukherjee and Bhattacharyya (1972), Miyagi and Taniguchi

(1980) and Chin (1987b). The above consfuction is relatively less constructive and is only

valid for the specific cases. It will be shown that using the extended integral method, the

construction of a Lyapunov fi.¡nction for system (3.23) is easier and more systematic.
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Identical Lyapunov functions to the previous ones can be constructecl using the extendeci

integral method and none of the previous construction can be used for system (3.23).

Following the extencled integral method, the Lyapunov function is constructecl by

choosing the following weighting functions

lV, = [

W2=gX2+&X3

D(x, , x" ,x. )!v3 = y. 
--b 

*, e.Z4)

The integrals ale calculated as follows:

Ir =0
ft

I" = I s^L^dt
It

= Jo (x, *BxzX*, +D(x,,x'x3)x2 +ax3 +h(x,))dt

= **i* gf'h(x,)dt* gf 1"*,*, + D(x, sx2sx3¡xl¡at

f,*Joxr(*" +D(x, ¡x,tx3)x" +ax. +h(xr))dt
It

I, = Jo srlrdt

= f {"*, - 
D(x 

"I"x' ) 
xz x*, - #z+ bxr )dt

= **:* u{ c-*"x3 + bx3)d, - *{D(x,,x",x, )x" (*, - Bx, + bx,)dr

Therefore

r = gf' h(x,)dx, *)wi *i*Z+ f eD(*,,xzrx¡¡1t* f,i*; + (ab+ a)xldt

It [t D(x, , x" ,x3 ) ft
+ Jox.xrdt-Jn =-tr"x,*rdt+Jo x.h(x,þt

Rewriting equations (3.23) in the following form:

-D(xrrxr,x3)x2 = *z * ax3 * h1*,;

*¡ = gxz -bx. e.ZS)
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and substituting equations (3.25) into the inte_sral I:

f*.l,l,frl
J = BJn' h(x,)dx, + rexi+iax3 + J-gD(x,,xz:xrXt+;)x; +a(b+ r)x3dr

ft ll, lt
+ Jo xr*,dt* 

n J"*, (x, + ax, + h(x, ))dt+ J-xrh(x, )dt

f*,l,l"ftl^
= gl, h(x,)dx, + )Wi + 

rax'r+ J, gD(x,rx"rx.rXl+;)xi + a(b+ t)x3dr

+f x,*"dt.*Jj(sx, -bx,)(*" +h(x,))dr + fi--+f x,h(x,)dt

l.l*,- I I I I
= g(l+ 

O)J,,' 
h(x, )dx, + 

28(o+Ol*; 
+ ì"tr+ O)xi

ftl^
+ {, gD(xuxz,x¡ ¡1t+ oixi + a(b + t)xldt

F, G, V and V are derived as follows:

v = (r * *,-'r = *f h(*,)d*, * )z*i n )o*i
-V = 1r*f,1-tG = gD(*,, *".¡xz2+abx! e.z6)

It follows that in order to keep ü negative and at least semi-definite, D(x,rx'xr)

must be a non-negative, continuous and differentiable function. V is positive definite only

for V S V."* where Ç"* is the Lyapunov function for the family of the closed hyper-

sutfaces of V in the phase plane (Mukherjee and Bhattacharyya 1972). Ço* can be found

by solving for the zeros of the gradient of V and then substituting these values into V. For

the Lyapunov function shown by equations (3.26), V."* is as follows:

V.o* = slr'n1*, )dx,

where h(it)= 0. Hence, the conditions for the stability are that there exists Í, such that

h(i,) = 0 and that D(x, ,xzsxs) > 0.
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The Lyapunov function for the above general system is thus constnrctecl. Next we

consider three special cases fol which Lyapunov functions r,vele previously derived by

others.

Special case 1: Chin (f987b): Assuming

D(x,rx,,xr) = D(x¡)

The -eeneral Lyapunov function shown in equation s (3.26) is reclucecl to:

v = (l * *r-'n = e{' h(x, )dx, * }e*i * }o*l
.t
V = -(l*;)-'G = -(gD(x, )xr' + abxj )

The restrictions are that D(x,))0 and that there exists i, such that h(Í,)=0. The

Lyapunov function for the above system was also derived by Chin (1987b) as follows:

ZV =!x3+ (x, +cr, D,(x,)), + cr,(l- a,)Di(x, ) * z|'h(x, )dx,

It
+ +f {cr' (l- o' Xh(x, ) - "'"gD(x, ))D(x,)D, (x, )ia*,

where

D, (x, ) = f' D(x, )dx,

and c[' is defined as a function of a and g.The conditions for stability are :

0<cr'<1
D(x,) > 0

D,(x,)h(x,l 
= îFol(x,) > o

It is evident that the restrictions imposed on the system for the Lyapunov function

derived by the extended integral method are fewer than those in Chin's derivation.

Furthermorc, Chin's generalized integral method is unlikely to be applicable for the
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genel'al case, described by equations (3.23), because the weighting function lv, usecl in

the extended integral method is a function of D(x,,x2rx3)x, which is not allowecl in

Chin's integral method.

Special case 2: Mukherjee and Bhattacharyya (1972): Equations (3.23) can clescribe a

porver system with governor action but lvithout flux decay given the following conclitions:

D(x,)=D=constant à0
h(x,)=9f(*,)\t/2

where f(x,) is a continuous and differentiable function. The general Lyapunov ftlnction

shown in (3.26) is reduced to:

2-- f*, a a 1V - -U - cJn'f(x,)dx, +x; +:x;g-r'-g

r¡ _ ?V =_(Dxl *4*1)g-g

which is identical to the Lyapunov function derived by Mukherjee and Bhattacharyya

(1e72).

SpecÍal case 3: Miyagi and Taniguchi (1980), Chin (l9szb): Further we assume

a=1
h(x,) = sin(x, + ðo ) - sin(ôo)

This model also represents a power system. The Lyapunov function in (3.26) is reduced to

v=sf, h(xdx, .þZ*l*i
y = -[gDxl +ax!1 e.27)
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The above Lyapunov function requires no restrictions on the system for this case. The

Lyapunov function for this case was also derivecl by Nliyagi and Taniguchi ( 1980) and by

Chin (1987) as follows:

2y(x, x"rx3, = ?* 
(x, +o,Dx,), +a,(l-cr,,)D2xi

f*, crtD
*ZJo' h(x,)dx,+ 

* 
(xr_gx,),

f*. I I

* 41,'' (a' (l - cr' )D') t (x,h(x, ))ldx,

In order to keep the Lyapunov function positive definite and its time clerivative negative

and semi-defìnite, the following conditions have to be satisfied:

0<cr'<l
x,h(x, ) > 0

This case study shows that the extended method is more general and includes methods

previously thought distinct (V/u er al. 1995) and the restrictions imposed on the nonlinear

system are fewer when the extended method is used. The clerivation of the Lyapunov

function for equations (3.23) shows that the Lyapunov function can still be derived for the

less compatible state-space model by adjusting the form of the weighting functions. This

ability to adjust is extremely useful for those engineering systems described by state-space

models that are rather difficult to change or to manipulate.

3.5 Summary

It has been proven mathematically that Lyapunov's second method can be extended to

the stability of non-smooth dynamic systems. Such extension makes the stability analysis

of non-smooth systems possible using Lyapunov's stabitity theory directly. The main
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purpose of the extension of Lyapunov's seconcl method is to form the fbundation of

construction of smooth Lyapunov tunctions for non-smooth systems because the

evaluation of the derivative of non-smooth Lyapunov functions on the discontinuity

surfaces can be extrcmely difficult.

The method of construction of smooth Lyapunov functions for non-smooth clynamic

systems has also been proposed in which the key step is to keep zero-procluction of the

discontintlous teffns of the rate of the state vector ancl the correspondin_e par.ts of the

gradient of the smooth Lyapunov functions as the sohltion trajectories (solution in the

sense of Filippov) approach the discontinuity surt'aces. It has been shorvn by the examples

that smooth Lyapunov functions can be constructed for some non-smooth systems making

the stability analysis of non-smooth dynamic systems easier.

Finally, an extension of Chin's generalized integral method of developing Lyapunov

functions has been presented. This extension was desired in order to remove the

restrictions on the compatibility between the state-space models and Lyapunov functions

so that the more commonly used state-space models could be utilized to analyze the

stability of systems using Lyapunov's second method. In the extended integral method, a

more general form of weighting frrnctions is allowable in the formulation of Lyapunov

functions and it was demonstrated that the restriction on the form of the state-space

models can be substantially reduced, even eliminated. This elimination of restrictions is

due to the fact that the choice of the less compatible state-space model can be

compensated through proper choice of the weighting functions. In order to demonstrate

the generality of the extended integral method, it was shown that either the previously
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developed techniques ar.e simply special cases of the extenclecl integral method proposed

here or the previous examples can be hanclled by using the extendecl method. In the

prcsented example, similar or less restrictive Lyapunov functions lvere derivecl using the

extended method. More examples are shown in Wu et ul. (t995).

The specifìc significance with rcgard to the work presented in this chapter is the fact

that two theoretical limitations, Lyapunov's stability of non-smooth systems ancl

construction of Lyapunov ftlnctions, have been removed or reclucecl. The methods

developed in this chapter not only allow Lyapunov stability theory to be applied to the

stability of the base-excited inverted pendulum but also valid for more general engineering

systems as shown in the previous examples.
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CHAPTER FOUR

LYAPUNOV FEEDBACK CONTROL OF A BASE-EXCITED INVERTED

PENDULUM WITH ONE DEGREE OF ROTATIONAL FREEDOM

4.1 Introduction

Study of dynamics and control of inverted pendulums is important from both

theoretical and practical viewpoints since an inverted pendulum is a typical example of an

unstable system (Mori et al., 1976). The inverted pendulum studied in this chapter has one

degree of rotational freedom and the base point can move freely in the vertical plane. As

discussed before, the inclusion of the base point accelerations makes a mathematical model

of the control system non-autonomous and furthermore, with the horizontal acceleration,

the dynamic system does not have an equilibrium point. Such a dynamic system is

regarded as a system under consrantly acting perturbations which can not be treated by

Lyapunov's second method directly.

In this chapter, a methodology is developed to study the problem of stabilizing a single

degree-of-rotational-freedom inverted pendulum in rvhich the base point can move in the

verlical plane with the only restriction of having continuous accelerations. Though a

single-degree-of-rotational-freedom inverted pendulum is ovenimplified to model the

human trunk movement, it is chosen mainly for the purpose to demonstrate the

development of the methodology.
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4.2 Inv erted pendulum model

Figure 4.1 Single degree-of-freedom inverted pendulum model.

The inverted pendulum model is shown in Figure 4.1. OXY is the inertial coordinate

system with X in the horizontal direction and Y in the vertical direction. The rotation is

described by 0. The motion of the base point is described by its components in the X and

Y directions which are shown as i(t) and E(t), respectively. The forrnulation of the

dynamic equations can be carried out by a variety of methods. The final state-space

equations are

*t=xz
mo - mo:: ùf^*, =ï(g+ g(t)sinx, +, f(t)cosx, +f (4.1)

where Xr = 0, x2 = *r = 0, m is the mass of the inverted pendulum, g is the gravitational

acceleration, p is the distance between the base point and the center of mass, I is the

moment of inertia about the base point. and M, is the control torque applied at the base

point.
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4.2.1Development of piecewise continuous control strategy based on total stability

theorem

The follor.ving control algorithm is designed for system (4.1) and is discussed below:

Me = -krxr -kzxz -mpgxr -mpG, sgn(xr)lx,l+Vf ,. Ø.2)

where kt and k, are the proportional and derivative control gains, respectively. Function

sgn(x2) is defined as follows

f r rvhen 1> 0
sgn(T)=lO whenT=0

I

L-l wheny<0

C,, > li{t)I. *, is a part of the control torque which counreracts the effect from rhe

horizontal base point acceleration. The term sgnlxr)lx,l in @.2) is equivalent ro

sgn(xtxr)xr. The design of the term sgn(xrxr)x1 is, to a certain extent, based on

physical considerations. When the inverted pendulum falls away from the vertical, meaning

that xtxr > 0, extra torque is needed to push the inverted pendulum back. When the

inverted pendulum moves towards the upright position, meaning that xlx2 < 0, the

torque corresponding to this tenn slows down the motion to prevent the overshoot.

Substitutin g (4.2) into equations (4. I ),

*r =xz

*z = cotg + ãtt)) sinx, * 
"oiit¡.osxr - +*r- +.,

rr M"
- cogxr - coGolx, lsgn(x, ) * t (4.3)

.mp
wnere C0 = T
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The resultant effect of the horizontal acceleration and the control action on the

penclulum is shown .r liqt¡.o.*, *+ For the case of xr =0 and x" =0, rhe

above term becon 
mo:l *^ 

*0 for oeneral hnriznnrrl qao,.l,.rqtles ï tf rl + f * 0 for generat horizontal accelerarion if tl.

Therefore, system (4.3) is a non-autonomous control system under constantly acting

perturbation. Equations (a.3) do not have an equilibrium point. The unperturbed system

for (4.3) is chosen as

xr =x2
-mo.-..-k"k,_rr*, = ï(g+ g(t)sinx, - | *r-î*, -crgxr -c,,G,,lx,lsgn(x")

(a.aa)

(4.4b)

which represents an inverted pendulum system with only the vertical base point motion.

According to theorem of total stability, the uniform and asymptotic stability of (4.4) must

be proven in order to guarantee the trajectory of (4.3) to remain arbitrarily close to the

equilibrium point.

The right-hand side of (4.4b) is discontinuous, indicating that the conventional solution

theory is no longer valid. Before proceeding to the stability analysis of the control system

described by equations (4.4), the existence and uniqueness of the solution must be studied.

Existenc e -uniquenes s of the solutíons

The basic results of Filippov's solution theory for discontinuous differential equations

(Filippov, 1960, 1979 and 1988) are applied here to define a solurion concepr for the

piecewise continuous dynamic system described by equations (4.4). The following

discontinuity surface is fust defined:

S:={xrrxr: s(xrrxr) = xz = 0}
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The discontinuity sulface S divides the solution domain C2 into two regions;

Ç)*:={x,rxr: x, > 0} and Ç2-:={x,,xr: x, < 0}. The conditions for the existence and

the continuation of Filippov's solution, such that the righrhancl sides of equations (4.4)

at€ measurable and bounded, are all satisfied. Thus, according to Theorems 4 and 5 of

Filippov (1960), the existence and continuation of the Filippov solution are guaranteed.

To prove the uniqueness of the solution, further conditions need to be satisfied.

Following the guideline given by Filippov (1960) summarized in Section (2.1), ftrncrions

f- and f* are first defined as the righrhand sides of equations (4.4) in the regions CI-

and C)*, respectively:

lx2 It = 
t-.'*(x, -sinx,)+c,rfcnl*,1+ ã(t)sinx,r-T., -?-rJ
[*,]

f*='{ -/-- -:---\. ,^1i.r,., r kt k2 |- 
l-.'*(x, -sinx,) * c,r(-Gol*,1* gfrlsinx,, -î*, -ï*rJ

Consistent with the notation used by Filippov shown in Section 2.1, vector h which is

defined as h=(f*-f-) for all points on the discontinuity surface S, is constructed as

follows:

n = {-*,å'F,ù (4.s)

Note that on the discontinuity surface S, we have x, = 0 and the normal to the

discontinuity surface is denoted by the unit vector N, shown as
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Iar1*r,xr)'l

N,=Jffil={i}
tarl

(4.6)

From (4.5) and (4.6), it is obvious that the vector h is directed along the nomal to the

discontinuity surface when the trajectory approaches it. The scalar, h*, defined as the

projection of h on the normal to the discontinuity surface S, is

lol
h¡¡ = N,r" tr = {0 t{-r.'å,,F,lJ = -zc,,c,,lx,l < 0 Ø.7)

Equations (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) guarantee the uniqueness of the Filippov solution to

equations (4.4) according to Lemma 7 of Filippov (1960) shown in section 2.1.

To further explore the properties of the solution on the discontinuity surface S, f,f and

fn are calculated below:

fJ = f* .N, = -cog(xr -sinxr)+c,,(G,,lxrl* gtrlsinx,r-T.,

fñ = f-.N, = -cog(xr -sinxr)+co(Golxrl*gttlsinxrr-T.,

where xes. If kr>2mpGo all the time, rhen f$>0& fñ>0 when xr<0 and

frü <0 & fÑ <0 rvhen xr )0. Therefore,-according to Lemma 9 of Filippov (1960) in

Section 2.l,the solution goes through the discontinuity surface with an isolated point on

the discontinuity surface S.

S tøbíIíty v erifíc atio n

The stability of the system (a.a) is proven here using the extended Lyapunov's second

method. A smooth Lyapunov function is constructed employing the integral method (see
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Chin 1987, Wu et al. 1995). Following the integral method, equations (4.4) are wrirten in

the following form:

x¡ -Y¡ =0 i=lr|

where Y¡ is the right hand side of equations (4.4). Defrning the following weighting

functions w¡(xlrxz), i --1,,2:

lvr(x11x2) = 0

wr (x, ,xr) = x,

The integral defined by Chin (1987) is now constructed

I = h" (it" -Y, )dt-0 -' -

= i*i* *.i - "uSre(sinx, - 
x, )dr - ., Í*r 1i1t¡ sine- G0 sgn(x, il*,liat * f

-0

Defining

1^ k,
M - ,xi *i*í (a.8a)

The above equation can be restated as

rvr* Jtr.iat = o

where
k"* = ï*3 r coexz (x, - sÍnx, ) + coxr (Go sgn(xr ll*,1- i1t¡ sinx,¡ (4.8b)

The Lyapunov function candidate is now constructed;

v=M +"0g1)*l+cosx,-l) (4.g)
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I
Note that cug(i*? + cosxr - 1) is a continuous and positive clefinite function. Thus, V

is a continuous and positive definite function. The clerivative of the _Lyapunov function

candidate with respect to time is

2

v = -)1,
i=l

where

J1 = cslGl, sgn(xr)lx,l*, - xrÉ(t)sinx,l
k"

J, = i*í
Note that x, sgn(xr) is positive and continuous. Therefore, V is continuous, i.e., V is

a smooth function. In order to validate V as a Lyapunov function for the control system,

its derivative with respect to time must be negative and at least semi-definite. It is now

proven that J, is never negative. Knowing that the following,

x, sgn(xr) = l*rl

lx,l > lsinxrl for - ?r < xr < 7x

Thus,

l*,1*, sgn(xr) 
= l*, 

sinx,l

since co > lãttll,

cofx,l*, sgn(xrl > lättl*, sinx,l

which leads to

J1 = Golx,lx, sgn(xr) -ÈG)*rsinx, > 0

(4.10)
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Since J2 is never negative, thus V < 0 and the control system (4.4) is stable in the

sense of Lyapunov. Moreover, the above proof is indepenclent of the state variables and

the Lyapunov function is not dependent of time explicitly. Therefore, the control system is

globally and uniformly stable.

The asymptotic stability of (4.4) can be proven using a Lyapunov-like theorem (Slotine

and Li, l99l) since LaSalle's principle is valid only for autonomous systems. It is obvious

that V(t, x) is lower bounded; that V(t,x) is negative semi-detinite and uniformly

continuous with respect to time t. Thercfore, Vit,x¡ -+ 0 as t -) "o according to the

Lyapunov-like theorem. Since J1 and J2 arenot negative, we have Jr + 0 and J2 -+ 0

as t -+ -. From the form of Jt and Jr, it can be concluded that xz I 0. Assuming that

as t -+ "o, xl * 0, that is the system @.4) is not asymptotically stable, it can be found that

*., * 0 which conflicts with the fact that Xz = 0 as t -+ -. Therefore, the control system

described by Ø.a) is uniformly, globally and asymptotically stable at the equilibrium point.

Furthermore, according to the theorem of total stability, the system shown by (a.3) can be

stabilized about the upright position arbitrarily closely under the condition that the

disturbance is'small'.

In order to guarantee the total stability of the system, control torque M, must be

designed so that Mr+.oiit¡cosxl has low magnitude which requires accurate

measurement of co an¿ í(t). Such a restriction mahes the control strategy impractical. In

the next section, a method to remove such a restiction on the control law is presented.
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4.2.2 Development of an improved control strategy

In this section, a control strategy is to be developed in which the restriction of low

perturbation is removed. Though total 
-stability 

cannot be proven rigorously, it is

guaranteed that the trajectory of the dynamic system under constantly acting perturbation

can be bounded in a controlled region around the equilibrium point. The following control

where kt and k" are the proportional and derivative control gains, respectively.

r, =líftll and G' =lgfrl o, liCril,"_. aoo li{t)1,"*-, respecrively. The design of the

term Fo sgn(x" ) in (a.1 l) will be discussed larer.

Substituting (4.11) into equations (4.1),

algorithm is now proposed and discussed:

Me = -k rxr -kzxz - mpgxr - mpG, sgn(x, l*,1 - mpF, sgn(x, )

Xr =X2

xz = co ts * gtt)) sinx, * .oi1t¡ cosxr - ?., - +.,
- cogxr - coGolxrlsgn(xr) - coFo sgn(xr))

(4.r1)

@.tza)

(4.12b)

mo
where co = ï. The right-hand side of (4.12b) is discontinuous. Following exactly the

same procedure shown in Section 4.2.1, the existence and uniqueness of the solution of

equations (4.I2) can be proven (not detailed here).

Since system (4.12) does not have an equilibrium point and the perrurbation

cof (t)cosxl -coFosgn(xr) may not be small, Lyapunov's second method and total

stability theory cannot be applied to study the stability of system shown by equations

(4.12).In this section, we derive a scalar function, \, that satisfies all the conditions of a
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Lyapunov function. Such a scalar function can serve as a measure of the boundness of the

stability region. By the property of the monotonic decrease in the positive-defrnite scalar

function, the boundness of the trajectory can then be studied.

Following the exact same procedure for the construction of a Lyapunov function as

was used for system shown by equation (4.4), the scalar fr¡nction for (4.12) is constructed

as follows

Function M is defined in (4.8a). The scalar function V. is a smooth and positive

definite function. The derivative of such a function candidate with respect to time is

% = M+c,,g1j*l + cosx, - l)

3

% = -I¡,
i=l

= c¡[G¡ sgn(x, )l*, l*, - * rÉ(Ðsinx1 J

= c6[Fsx2 sgn(xr) -xri(t)cosxr]
kt .

- --!-uLro2

(4.13)

(4.14)

where

Jr

J2

J¡

As proven before, J¡ 1i= lr2r3) are nevernegative, that is V. .0.Thus, for system

(4.12), a scalar function has been constructed which satisfies all conditions imposed on a

Lyapunov function. According to Barbalat's lemma (Slotine and Li, 1991), Vrltrx¡ -+ O

as t -+-. Referring to equation (4.14), we have x, -+ 0 as t -+"o. Therefore, as time

increases, the system shown by equations (4.12) stays offset from the equilibrium point.

The design of the term -mpFo sgn(x") in (4.1l) merits some discussion at this stage.

The effect of the motion of the base point on the system stability is shown in the form of
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mpí(t)cosxr in the clynamic equations described in equations (4.1). The design of the

term -mpFu sgn(x 
" ) in the control algorìthm can counteract such a nonlinear effect and

can validate the scalar function. It is always of the opposite sign of xu = 0, meanin_q that

the control term slows down the motion to suppress the overshoot.

It r,vas proven above that there exists an offset of the states. Such an offset is causecl by

the fact that -mpF(,sgn(x") in (4.11) is always in rhe opposite direction of x, and is

independent of xr. To reduce this offset, the control strategy can be improved by adding a

nonlinear compensation torque as follows:

Mä =Mo-Ktanh(ctx,) (4.rs)

(4.16\

where M, is given in (4.11), I( > *dift)l,"* anO cr is a positive constanr. The plor of

tanh(ccxr) versus xr with differentvalues of a is shown in Figure 4.2.It is seen that as

cr, -l æ, the value of the hyperbolic function tanh(curr) tends to sgn(xr). Note that the

addition of this nonlinear term does not alter the existence and uniqueness of the solution

described before since tanh(axr ) is a continuous function.

The scalar function, Vj, for the compensated control system described by equations

(4.12) can be constructed by following a procedure of extended integral method. The new

scalar function is

K
V,* = \ + 

;ln[cosh(crx¡ )l

where V' is given in (4.13). V'* is smooth, positive and definite. Similar to V, in (4.I4), it

can be proven that the derivative of V.+' with respect to time, Vr'=, ir always negative

semi-definite and tends to zero as t -) oo. Therefore, the control system has the same
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stability property as that of (4.12), but the offset can be controlled to be rvithin a permitted

Ievel.

Figure 4.2Plot of tanh(ccx) wittr different values of c¿.

4.3 Robustness analysis

In this section, the robusbress of the control system to the parameter cr = ffip and the

acceleration measuremenß f(t) an¿ ã(t) required by the control laws, is analyzed.

Consider the system described by equations (4.1) with the control algorithm shown in

(4.15) and assuming that c, is estimated as c! :

Here y > -1

cÏ=cr+1er>o

cânnot be negative. The conúol algorithm shown in (4.i5) becomes

0 = -krxr -kzxz-cïgxr -cïGosgn(xr¡lx,l

- cîEr sgn(x, ) - .; jilt¡1,"* tanh(cx, )

since c!

M

6r

(4.t7)



The scalar function is modifiecl as below:

v.,' = M * $s-? + 
]s(cosxr - l) * {lftrll.** tn(cosh(ox¡ ))

where M is given in (4.8a). The derivative of the above function with respect ro time is

v; ---É¡r
i=t

where

ri = $c'1*,lsgn1*" )x: - ï*r,i,r, sinx,

cic.:
Ji = i{,x, sgn(xr)-,xrf(t)cosx,

k, ,
J\ = i*í

Following the same procedure detailed in Section 4.2, itcan be proven that in order to

guarantee Ji 1i = lr2) to be positive and at least semi-definite, the following condition

must be satisfied:

(4.18)

y>0 (4.t9)

The above condition indicates that the torque determined from a control algorithm

which overestimates the physical parameter cr can keep the inverted pendulum stable

around the upright position.

The base point accelerations í(t) *¿ i1t¡ -e also the inputs to the conrrol staregy.

In practice, it is not always easy to accurately measure these accelerations. Assuming that

actual accelerationt ii(t) and g(Ð and the measured oo", iu(t)and ã"(t) are related to

each other by the following relations:
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f "(t) = f (t)+Tf (t)
g. (t) = g'(r) + ¡"g(t)

where X and I can be any functions of time. The control strategy shown in (4.15) is

written as

Me = -kzxz - k rxr - mpgxr - mpc|, sgn1x, ¡lx, 
I

- mpF,' sgn(x, ¡ - -lí1t¡l' 
"_ 

*r,n1o*, ¡ (4.20)

where nï =lñ.,(t)l and cä =lã'(t)l or ru" =li'(r)l_. and Gfi =lä'{t)1,"*-. The scarar'' I lmur

function for the control system with the controller shown in (4.20) is constructed as

follows:

V." = m + c,g1)*l+ cosxr - t) + Tlf f rl,"* h(cosh(crx, )) (4.21)

Its time derivative is:

?

V,' = -IJi
i=1

where

Ji = co[Gi sgn(x, )lx, l*, - *rfi1t) sinxl I

Jå = colFüx, sgn(xr) -*rñ(t)cosx,l

t\ =?*i
mo

Note that co = ï.

It can be easily shown that in order to keep J'¡ (i = lr2) positive, the following

conditions must be satisfied

À> 0 7¿>0
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The above analysis inclicates that the system stability is guaranteed as far as c, and the

absolute values of i(t) ano !1t¡ are overestimatecl in the control strategies.

4.4 Approximating the discontinuous terms with continuous functions

The control algorithms shorvn in (4.2), (4.11) and (4.15) contain ciiscontinuous terms.

The implementation of such discontinuous controllers is not desirable from the practical

viewpoint (see discussions bySlotine and Sastry, 1983 and Corless, lgg3).ln this section,

the effect of replacing these discontinuous terms with continuous functions is to be

studied. Equation (4.15) is therefore written as follows:

Me = -kzXz - krxr - mpgxr - -pCnnl*,| - *pf,,E - K tanh(crx,) (4.23)

where E is a continuous function of state x, and time t. êu, E, and K are chosen as

follows:

= Fo +e, Go = Go +e, r = zmflii(,)1,*

where et and Ez aÍe positive constants required by the stabitity analysis for this case.

Following the integral method, the scalar function candidate is constructed for the above

continuous control system:

V = M + cogq)*!+ cosxl - t) + 
Slrr{.orrr(axr )) (4.24)

where M is given in (4.8a). Function V is positive definite. Its derivative with respect to

time is

F,

3

v = -)1,
i=1

where J¡ (i=1, 2,3) is given below:
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J, = c,,ô,,81*,1*, - c,,i1t¡x, sinx,

J, = c,,Ê,,8 x, - c,rxri(t) cosx,

k"Jt=i*í

By examining Jr and Jr, it is seen that it is impossible to find a continuous function

that guarantees both J1 and J, to be positive all the time. For example, in order to keep

J¡ positive, two conditions must be satisfied. Firstly, E must be an odd function of x2,

ancl secondty, lnl>1. The only function that meets these two conditions is E=sgn(xz)

which is not continuous. Therefore, it is unlikely that one can design a continuous contlol

algorithm with the above quadratic Lyapunov-type function that decreases monotonically.

With this background we construct a quasi Lyapunov function that may increase in certain

regions, but the amount of increase is controlled to be lower than the amount of decrease

in the adjacent regions. A similar idea of using such a non- monotonically decreasing quasi

Lyapunov function to prove the system stability was discussed by Reissig (1959, i960)

and Hahn (1963) which was briefly explained in Section 2.2.4.

Assume the following continuous function for E ,

Er = tanhfp(t)x2ì (4.26)

where p is a bounded, continuous and positive function of time t. The algorithm shown in

(4.23) establishes a continuous control under the condition of the base point acceleration

being also continuous. Knowing that J 3 n (4.25) is never negative, we frrst focus on J¡.

Whenxr = 0 orx, = 6, Jr = 0.For xr *0 and x, t0, Jlcanberewrittenasfollows:

(4.2s)
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Jr = c,(ê,,lx,lx, tanh[p(t)x r]-É(t)*rsinx,)

= .,,ê,, l*,*zl(tanhtp( tl*, lt t #+:,
t .,,ê,, l*,*rl(tanhtp(til*, ll - Hi,

Note that x" tanh[p(t)x"] is a continuous and even function of xr, i.e.,

SINX,
Also, r) 0, and

xl

x, tanh[p(t)x, ] = l*, I 
tu"rt¡p1t¡lx, lì

o. lg+til < ô < l, where õ is a consranr, rhe value of which
G,,

depends on Ê2. In order to guarantee Jr > 0, the following condition must be satisfied:

tanhtp(t)lx,þ-Hî:=o

Thus,

,* lË(t)l 'i"*,I t. I Go xrlx,l)-ln______r-zt- 2p(r) "', lãttll .i"*,
I---:-- Go xr

(4.27)

Note that the right-hand side of inequality (4.27) is bounded for -r¡. *, . ¡u since

0. ry < ô < 1. Similarly, in order to keep Jz ) 0, one may arrive at rhe following
Go

relation:

,*lidr.o,*,1
Fo¡¡rl*.1> t ,r,t 't 2p(t)

'-SÞ,.'r
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with a bounded right hand side for x of -æ ( xr ( Íc .

-lnequalities (4.27) and (4.28) are not always satisfied. For example, when xz = 0

changes sign, there exists a region that violates inequalities (4.27) or (4.28), and function

Y in (4.24) may increase. It is first proven that the state trajectory does not sray for infinite

time period in the region where V may increase. The proof by contradiction can be

developed. Suppose without loss of generality that the state trajectory stays in the region

Rr!= { x,,x": Xr ) x.. > 0} where V might increase for an infinite time period. The state

x". is the angular displacement such that when xt )X.., inequalities @.27) or (4.28) is

violated which further causes V to be positive. Note that R, c R, + R, whele

R¡:={xrrxr: xl ) x." & x, > 0}

and

R2:={x' xr: xr ) x"" & x, < 0}

With a proper choice of p(t) in (4.26), x2 (representing the velocity) can be kept bounded

within e (a small positive constant). Three cases are possible.

Case One: The trajectory stays in sub-region R r. In this case, x2 is positive and bounded

within Ê; xr keeps increasing and the acceleration in such a region becomes,

*z =-cog(x, -sinx,¡+c,,i1t¡sinx, +.ui1t¡cosxr -f *nn..*, -?*,

- .,,ô,,E1*, 
I - .'roE -Y*,lo

Since x, is low, the control torque is mainly dependent on the angular displacement x1. If

k, t-p(lã1t¡l+ê) and K and cr are chosen such that -Ktanhco<r can counreractrhe
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effect of the term c,,i(t), *z is approximately proportional to -xl

opposite sign of x". Therefore, x2 can not remain positive for infinite

and x" has the

time, that is the

0(x"<e.Notetrajectory can not stay permanently in the region for which x, > x.. &

that by increasing K and ü,, the magnitude of *, increases, thus x, approaches to zero

faster.

Case Two: x" changes the sign and the trajectory stays in the sub-region Rz. In this case,

x" ( 0 and x" has the same sign as x2. Therefore, x, increases satisfyin_e inequalities

(4.27) and (4.28).

Case Three: The trajectory oscillates in the region of R, +Rz. This case is impossible

since x, does not change sign in the region Rr.

It is thus proven that the trajectories stay in the regions in which V might increase for

only a finite time period. Note that functions p(t), K and cr play important roles in

controlling the size of such sub-regions. Increasing p(t) enlarges the region in which the

quasi Lyapunov function decreases. Subsequently, the region in which the quasi Lyapunov

function increases will be reduced by adjusting the nonlinear compensation torque

(controlled by K and cr). Therefore, by a proper choice of K, cr and p(t), the size of these

sub-regions can be controlled so that the amount of increase in V is always less than the

amount of decrease in V in the adjacent regions. This way V can experience an overall

decrease until the state trajectories reach a small region about the upright position.

In summary, the quasi Lyapunov function shown n (4.24) does not decrease

monotonically which conflicts with the requirements of standard Lyapunov functions.

However, it is guaranteed that the amount of increase in the quasi Lyapunov function is
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always lower than the amount of decrease in the adjacent regions. Thus, the quasi

Lyapunov function decreases overall. The robustness analysis shown in Section 4.3 can

also be applied to the continuous control system shown in equations (a.l) and. (4.23), and

the same conclusion as that in Section 4.3 can be drawn, that is, the system stability is

largely insensitive to the uncertainties of some physical parameters and of the

measurement in the base point accelerations.

4.5 Numerical examples

Thrce numerical examples are presented in this section. The first example compares the

performance of the three control laws presented in this thesis. Three control laws are

piecewise continuous control; piecewise continuous control with compensation and

continuous control. The second example demonstrates the behavior of the quasi Lyapunov

fi.rnction pertaining to the continuous control law. Finally, the last example examines the

robustness of the continuous control algorithm in the presence of uncertainty in the

parameter estimations or measurements.

In these examples the pendulum \ryas given an initial angle of 0.3 rad, and the base

point was allowed to move in both X and Y directions according to the following profiles:

þ
F1t¡ = 3.2sn(?nt¡ (m /sec2)

g(t) = t.2sin(Znt) (m/sec2 )

The above accelerations approximate the hip motion of a human being during walking.

The values of parameters pertaining to the pendulum chosen to resemble the human upper

body are, m=36.86kg, I= 5.9kgm2 and p=0.29m. The proportional and derivative

control gains were chosen as kr=121.5 and kz=9.15, respectively. The simulations were
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perfomed using ACSL (Advanced Continuous ^Simulation Lan-quage) running on a 486

personal computer system.

The response to different controllers are shown in Figure 4.3. The state trajectories

tend to zero rapidly and all control systems are clearly stable (Figure 4.3-a. The response

to the piecewise continuous control system exhibits a steady-state error (Figure 4.3-b).

The addition of the nonlinear compensation torque (with o=8.0) as in (4.10) reduced such

an error. The response belonging to the continuous control system contains slightly larger

oscillations about the upright position as compared to those related to the discontinuous

compensated controllers. However, the continuous control system is stabilized in a region

about the upright position and the amplitudes of the oscillations tend to reduce with time.

Note that in this example p(t) was chosen as 5(0.01+ 0.4t), e, and Ê, were chosen as 5To

of the amplitude of the base point accelerations in (4.18).

The control torques produced from the continuous contol strategy and the

compensated piecewise continuous control algorithm are plotted in Figure 4.4. The

contol torques determined from the piecewise continuous control algorithm exhibit

chattering. It is also seen that both controllers are active during the steady-state case. Such

torques are necessary to counteract the effect of base point motion.

The Lyapunov function colTesponding to the response of the continuous control,

shown in Figure 4.3-a, is plotted in Figure 4.5. As is seen in a certain time period, the

quasi Lyapunov function increases. The amount of the increase is, however, lower than

the decrease in the adjacent regions and the function decreases overall.
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( - - - discontinuous control system; 
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The last example exarnines the robustress of the proposed control strategies. The

response to the continuous control algorithm has been chosen for demonstration. The

responses for the case in which cr = InP was overestimated (about 60Vo) by t}re

controller and the one in which an accurate value of ct was used are shown Figure 4.6.

The corresponding control torques are shown in Figure 4.7. It is seen that both state

trajectories converge to zero and the range of the control torque for overestimated c, is

slightly higher. The response of the continuous controller and the contol torques, when

the accelerations were overestimated as fo = f.Slíf t)l anO Go = f.ZSlilt¡1, are compared

in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. Overestimating the base point acceleration (see Figure 4.8)

resulted in a higher control torque and both state rajectories converge to zero state.
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4.6 Summary

A methodology was developed in this chapter to study the problem of stabilizing a

single degree-of-rotational-freedom inverted pendulum in which the base point can move

in the vertical plane with the only restriction of having continuous accelerations. Though a

single-degree-of-rotational-freedom inverted pendulum is oversimplified to model the

human trunk movement, it is chosen mainly for the purpose to demonstrate the

development of the methodology. As discussed before, such a pendulum model represents

a system under constantly acting perturbations. The undisturbecl system is chosen as the

inverted pendulum with only vertical base point motion. It was found in the course of the

work that the discontinuous controller is inevitable in order to validate a Lyapunov

function. Thus, the dynamic systems are non-smooth due to the discontinuous controllers.

Filippov's solution theory (1960, 1979 and l9S8) is used to define the solution concept

for the proposed control system, and the existence-uniqueness of Filippov's solution is

proven. It is then shown, using the extendeC Lyapunov's second method for non-smooth

systems, that such a control law can achieve the uniform, global and asymptotic stability of

the undisturbed control system. Under the condition of small perturbations, total stabitity

of the disturbed control system (the pendulum system including the horizontal

acceleration) can be guaranteed, that is, the trajectory of the control system with the

horizontal base point movement can be arbifrarily close to the upright position (Slotine

and Li, 1991). However, such a condition of small perrurbation requires accurate

measurements on the horizontal base point acceleration and some physical parameters. To

remove such a restriction, another improved cont¡ol strategy is designed which guarantees
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the solution to be closely bounded to the equilibrium point. In the course of stability

analysis of the improved control system, it is observed that steady-state effors may appear

in the response. [n order to reduce such enors, a continuous compensation torque is

further added in the control strategy. Such a nonlinear compensation torque has been

adapted from the technique originally suggested by Cai and Song ( 1993) ro compensare

the effect of coulomb fijction at the manipulators' joints.

The discontinuous terms in the control strategy were then replaced by some continuous

functions to avoid chattering of the control actions and to better represent the actual

implementation of the developed controller. A quasi Lyapunov filnction was constructed

for the continuous control system, and it was shown that there exist some regions in which

the quasi Lyapunov function may increase; however, the amount of increase in the

function in the regions can be controlled to be lower than the amount of decrease in their

adjacent regions. This allows the pendulum to be practically stabilized within a region

around the upright position. Such an idea, though not used very often, has been helpful for

engineering problems (Hahn, 1963). The robustness of the control system to those

physical parameters and measurement uncertainties was also examined and it was shown

that the system stability is largely insensitive to the physical parameters, as well as the

uncertainty in the acceleration measurements of the base point. Finally, the above findings

were demonstrated through numerical simulations.
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CHAPTER FIVE

LYAPUNOV STABILITY CONTROL OF A BASE.EXCITED INVERTED

PENDULUM WITH TWO DEGREES OF ROTATIONAL FREEDOM

5.1 Introduction

The method developed in the previous chapter is extended here. The control and

stability of a base-excited inverted pendulum with two degrees of rotational freedom will

be studied. The self-rotation of the inverted pendulum is restricted and the base point can

move in the three dimensional space with no restrictions on the motion except that the

accelerations of the base point must be continuous. It is shown that the proof of

uniqueness of the solution is more challenging when the discontinuity surface is the

intersection of two discontinuity surfaces. AIso as will be shown, the complexity of the

problem increases dramatically as the degrees of freedom increases.

Analogous to the previous chapter, a piecewise continuous control strategy is first

developed for the undisturbed system, that is the inverted pendulum system with only

vertical base point movement since the inverted pendulum system does not have a single

equilibrium point. The existence and uniqueness of Filippov's solution are proven. It is

then shown, using the extended Lyapunov's second method and Lyapunov-like analysis,

that the proposed control law can achieve the uniform, global and asymptotic stability of

the undisturbed pendulum system about the upright position. Based on the total stability

theorem, the trajectory of the disturbed system, i.e. the inverted pendulum system with

general base point motion, can be bounded arbitarily close to the upright position under

the condition of small perturbations. Such a condition of small pernrrbations requires
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accurate measurement of horizontal base point accelerations and some physical

parameters. To remove such a condition, an improved control strategy is designed which

guarantees the trajectory of the inverted pendulum system with generat ¡ase point motion

can be bounded within a controlled region about the upright position.

To better reflect the actual implementation scenario, the discontinuous control terrns

are approximated by a class of continuous functions. It is then found that given such a

continuous control law, the practical stabiliry can be guaranteed and can be proven using

the generalized Lyapunov analysis.

5.2The pendulum model

Figure 5.1 Inverted pendulum model with ¡po degrees of rotational freedom

The inverted pendulum model is shown in Figure 5.1. OX-YZ is the inertial coordinate

system with X in the horizontal direction, Y in the verticai direction andZ forrring a right-

handed orthogonal coordinate system. The body coordinate system is denoted by oxyz and

is attached to the center of mass o. It is oriented along three principal axes of the inverted

pendulum. OX_YZ and oxyz coincide at the initial time. The rotations are described by the

h(r)
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ZXY type of Euler an-gles (Mun'ay et ul., 1994). The motion of the base point is clescribed

Uy i1t¡, ã(t) and ñ(t) in the inertial coordinate system. The clynamic equarions deriveci

using the Lagrangian method are shown as follows:

ð = ---l ^ (psin(2r¡)0rir+ c0 (B + ã(t))s¡n e cosrr- 
"ni1t¡ 

cosrycos0 * * *u,(l - psin'y)
l.

t¡ = -if sin(2V)02 + c6 (B + g(t)) sinr¡cos0- coñ1t¡ coslt

þl
+ c,, f ( t) sin0sin r1r* 

Ã 
M* (s.l)

where

A=Io+mp'

f*: I, = f,l ) Ir. Notethatforan invertedpendulum 0<p< l.

5.2.1 Development of a piecewise continuous control strategy

The control algorithm which determines the stabilizing torques for the inverted

pendulum is designed as follows:

Me = -(ke + mpg)e- KurÖ- mpGo sgn(e)lel - K, ranh(crrO) + M,
Mv = -(kv + mpg)V- Ku*rir- mpGo sgn(ú)hd

- K2tanh(c,ry) + M¡ (s.2)

where sgn(O) and sgn(rir) are sign functions defined in Section 4.2.1. Go is raken as

lettll ot lilt¡l**. The choice of using the maximum absolure values requires less

information about the base point motion but it may demand larger control efforts. The first

choice of taking the current accelerations requires a knowledge of the base point motion at

all times. The terms related to K t and cr, (i=lrZ) are the compensation torques with the

hyperbolic function tanh(sx) = H as before.
e* +e'

Iu
Ir= l- a

mpcrl= 4
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The lesultant effects of the horizontal accelerations and the control action on the

pendulum are shown as Mn *.,,ñ1t;cosï/ ancl M, *",,iit¡cosOcosr¡r. For the case of

0 = V= 0, the above tems become Mn + 
",,ñ1t¡ 

+ 0 and Mr +.,,í1t¡ # 0. Therefore,

the control system described by (5.1) and (5.2) does not have an equilibrium point. The

undisturbed system is chosen as the inverted pendulum with only the vertical base point

motion. To guarantee the total stability of the control system of (5.1) and (5.2), the

uniform and asymptotic stability of the undisturbed system must be proven. Assuming that

the state-space vector x={xrrxz1x3rx4}, where xr =0 and x, =V, the state space

model of the undisturbed system is

*r = X¡ (5.3a)

*z = x¿ (5.3b)

*, = #"L, 
(Ux¡xo sin(2xr)+co(B+ ãttlisinx, cosx2 -(*+c'g)x,

K¿e .r I K,
- Ë*r - coGo sgn(xr )l*tl - ï tanh(ct,rxr ))

1^
*a = - zln! sin(2xr)+ co (g + ãttll sinx, cosxr - (* + cog)x, - coGo sgn(xo )lxrl

Kuo. K.
- i*o- a tantr(s.2x2)

(5.3c)

(s.3d)

The right-hand sides of (5.3c) and (5.3d) are discontinuous, which violates the

conventional solution theory, indicating that the existence and uniqueness of the solutions

can not be guaranteed. Before proceeding with the stability analysis of the control system

shown by (5.3), the existence and uniqueness of the solution to (5.3) must be studied.
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5.2.2 Existence and uniqueness of the solution

Filippov's theoly (1964, 1979) is applied to prove the existence and uniqueness of the

solutions to the proposed control system described by (5.3). The conditions for existence

and continuity of the Filippov's solution, such as the right-hand sicles of (5.3) are

measurable and bounded, are all satisfïed. Thus, the existence and continuity of the

solutions to (5.3) are guaranteed. The discontinuity surface for (5.3) is one of the

following three cases:

Case I Sf:={x x¡ =0 & xu *0}
Case2 Sf:={* X+ =0 & x, *0}
Case3 Sf:={*x:=x¿-0}

Note that the discontinuity surface Sf is ttre intersection of the surfaces for Case I and,2.

It is obvious that the vector-valued function of the right-hand side of (5.3) is continuous

up to the discontinuity surfaces. The discontinuity surfaces described by the above

relations are smooth and they are independent of time t.

For the case of single discontinuity surface, the uniqueness of the solution can be

proven following the same procedure as the one in the previous chapter and if

kr > 2mpGo,o* for Case I and k* > 2mpGor* for Case II, the solution goes through

the discontinuity surface with an isolated point on it.

ln Case 3, the discontinuity surface is the intersection of two surfaces. The uniqueness

of Filippov's solution has been studied only when the discontinuity surface is the single

surface (Slotine and Sastry, 1983 and Southwood et al., 1993). To the best of author's

knowledge, the uniqueness of Filippov's solution has not been analyzed when the

discontinuity surface is the intersection of several surfaces. In this work, the uniqueness of
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Filippov's solution is to be proven rigorously when the solution trajectoly approaches the

intersection of discontinuity surfaces.

For case 3, the solution region C2 is divided into four regions describecl as follows:

Ç)1:={*;*r>0&x¡>0}
Ç)2:={*;xr>0&x.r<0}
Ç)3:={*;*r<0&x¿>0}
Ç)a:={*;*r<0&x¿<0}

The above fbur regions are bounded by smooth surfaces denoted bV Sl' shown below:

Sf:={x; X¡ =0 & xo >0} Sl:={x; x¡=0 & xa <0}

Sl:={x; x¡ )0 & xo =g} Sf:={x; x¡ (0 & xo =g}
S!:={x; x¡ =0 & x.r =[]

Note that the superscript p is the dimension of the surface and the subscript i is the

number of the surface. The vectors parallel to the p-dimensional tangent to Sf at point

xeSf,are

l':' -.' I l':' -.' I l':' -.' ì

"¡=io';*'f ";=.lo';.'f r,'=1o';,*'f r;
L o. J*o,o L o. )ro.o l. ; Jor,o

Í':' 
-,-' I l'-o' 

-.'i 
l :' -.' I

*i = ]o':.'f -r =Jot¿.t | -t = lo';.'fI ;; J*,,, [ ;: i*,., | ;: i*,,,

",={lr;Ï;iLol

x1

i.2

-xrl
I-*, I

X1 |
Io J or.o

(- ìlxr-xrlt- I

)xz-xzlìr. it-tI x, I Í3<0\ e ' i.4<o

Poo =
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the initial value x(tu) = {*,0 xzs 0 o}t' lNot. rhar x(tu) is on the surface Sf .¡, ttre

state-space equations become

*l=*z-0

,t, = (t-#n1*, (c,¡(8, +g(t))sinx, cosx2 -(*+c0g)xr)

*¿ = co(B,r + ilt¡¡sinx, cosxr - (?+c,,g)x,

If xr,, =x2,= 0, we have *,,, = )t20 =0. Therefore, x3 -X.r = 0 and Xr =x2 = 0 at âny

time instant. Thus, the solution is unique on the intersection of discontinuity surface. If

one of xru and x"o is non-zero, for example, xr' * 0, we have *, + 0. Therefore, at next

time instant, x3 + 0, that is the solution trajectory moves away from the intersection of the

discontinuity surfaces. Thus, only one point of the solution trajectory is on the intersection

of the discontinuity surfaces, i.e., the solution on the discontinuity surface Sf is unique.

The method to prove that one and only one of sets Ki = F¡' nP¡' is non-empty is

based on the property of a convex set in normed linear spaces, that is, if two points belong

to a convex set, every point on the segment connecting these two points also belongs to

the same convex set. For the system studied in this work, the emptiness of sets Kf , Kf

and K I should be proven as follows.

(a) Consider sets Kf , i=1,...r4, if the signs of the state variables in the vector of sets Ff

are the same as those of set Pf , set K I is non-empty. otherwise, set K I is empty.

(b) Consider sets Kl, i =1r...r4, two vectors in sets Ff represent two points in plane

ouv with u and v as axes and o as the origin. In order to prove that set Kf , for example,

is non-empty, we need to prove that i) the segment connecting two points has an
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intersection with v axis and ii) such an intersection is on the positive v axis since set Pf

has the form of {o oo}t', Í, > o.

(c) Considerset Kf , four vectors in set F,2 form asimplex in ouv plane. To prove set Ki

is non-empty, we need to detemine the intersections of the segments connecting any two

points with u and v axes, respectively. If we can furd at least two intersections on either u

or v axis which arc on two sides of the origin o or on the origin o, set K i is non-empty

since set Pf is a null set. Otherwise, set K I is empty.

The proof that one and only one of the sets Ki' is non-empty can be developed based

on the relationship berween Inl anO c,,G,,lx,l, lCl anO c,,G,,lxrl, respecrively.

'when Iltt":tl*'1, nn"r,ons B*c,,G,,lxrl are of rhe same sign and so are tunctionslcl>c,,c,,lxrl' - -- - --r'

C+ coGolx"l which indicates that the segments connecting any two points in sets 4t(tr*)

and Ff (trx) cannot intersect with either axis u or v. According to the forms of P,p (trx)

p=Zr3, all sets rf lt,x¡ and Kf (t,x) are empty. only one of Kf (t,x) is non-empty. For

example, set Kl(trx) is non-empty when B > 0 and C > 0. Therefore, condition (iü) of

Theorem I of Filippov (1979) is satisfied. For rhe casewnm lul=coG^lx'l
E, .,*;i.;i 

and

B > c,,G6lx,l
, ,, ã similar conclusion can be drawn.

lQ = coGolxrl
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when lnl< 
c,rc,rl*,1, *. hou" 

B-c,,c,,lx,ll0 
on,l 

c-c,,G,,lxrl= 0
vvlren 

lcl<c,,c,,lxrl B+c'G,,lx,l>0 c+.,,G,,j*ri=o' 
we prove that

X | 1t, x¡ is a null set. By observing sets PÍ and Ff and by choosing it = iz = 0, we need

to prove ttrat {o o}'t.õ(ntc,,c,,lx,l C+c,,G,,lxrl)t'. s., r¡ forms a simptex

(rectangular for this case) in plane ouv. Four vertexes of such a simplex are located in four

quadrants, respectively. Therefore, the origin o belongs to set Ff ancl set f l1t,x¡ is anull

set. It can also be seen that all sets Kf(trx) and Xf1t,x¡ are empry by observing

ff 1t,x¡and Pf (t,x), p=3,4. Thercfore, condition (iii) of Theorem I of Filippov (1979)

is satisfied.

In the above proof, the properties (emptyornon-empty) of sets Kl'(t,x) are discussed

and it was found that one and only one of sets Kf (trx) can be empty. Empty sets

f f 1t,x; mean empty sets I{f (t,x) which is the set of rhe vectors of Kf (t,x) ar rhe point

on the edge (boundary) of Sf . Thus, we conclude that the uniqueness of the solution to

(5.3) is verified when the discontinuity surface is the intersection of two surfaces

according to Filippov (1979). If the conditions that k, and k* are greater than

2mpGo*r' only Case 1 is possible.

5.2.3 Stability verifÏcation

The stability of the control system (5.3) may now be verified using the extended

Lyapunov's second method. Following the extended integral method, we consider the

integral shown below:

4 4 t
f = If = IJ rv¡ (xr,..,x4,X*i -y, )dt = o

i=l i=l 0



where Y, (i=1,2r3r4) arc the right-hand sides of (5.3) and the weighting functions

tvi(xr ¡x2tx3rxs) are chosen as follows:

lvr(x,r..rxa) = 0

lvt(x,,..rx4) = 0

lv, (x, ;..7x4) = (1- psin2 xz )x¡
lvo (xr r..rx4 ) = x¿

Thercfore

f, =f" -0

It
fs = J,rxr(l- ¡rsin2 xzX*¡ - f3)dt

I .- - r . ) I lt , lt
= a(l- ¡rsin' xz )xá - ; J rpxáx¿ 

sin(2xr )dt - c0gJ (x, sin x, cos x2 - xrxr )dt

- .o f'lxriit) sinxr cosx2 - Goxs sgn(x, )lx,liat * ?{ .:0, * }*i
.*fi,, tanh(cr,x,)dt

ItIì = l,*o 
(*¿ - f4 )dt

= 1*i* *.; -+IrßSxqsin(2x, )dt - "oeÏ(*. 
sinx, cosxr - xrxo )dr2* 2t

- "oJj*o iä1t¡ sinx, cosxr - Go sgn(xo)l*rl)at*þ{.1u,
Kr [,*;J,¡o tanh(crxr)dt

Considering
4h

f = If, =M+JNAt+constant=0
i=l 0

M and N are found as:

t=**î ***'r*|rt-psin2 x)xrt*i*r, (5.aa)
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N = -c,1g+ ilt¡)x, sinx, cosx2 + (cogx, + c,,G,,lxrlsgn(x,))x3

- c,r (g + ilt¡¡*o sinx" cosxr + (c,,gx" + c,,G,,lxrf sgn(xo ))x.
Ku, K¿, .Kr K"*-O *r* O *, +;xrtanh(cr,x,)+; x+tanh(a"xr)

The Lyapunov function candidate is now constructed:

v = M + 
",,g1)*,, 

*i*i+ cosxr cosx2 - t) + 
åþ"n"sh(a,x, ))

(s.4b)

(s.s)

- 1. l)
Note that (rxi+t*;*cosxr cosx2 -1) > 0 and it is adefinite function. The derivative

of the Lyapunov function shown in (5.5) with respect ro time is

V = -(N-c,,g(xrx, +x2x4 -x, sinx, cosx2 -x4 cosxr sinxr) = -Ér,
where i=l

J1 = c¡x3(Golx,lsgn(x¡) - fr1t¡sinx, cosxr)

J 2 = cnxn(Golxrlsgn(x¿ ) - g1t¡ sinx, cosx, )

¡'=Y*¡*?.3
Note that x. sgn(x, ) and x, sgn(xo ) are continuous functions. It was proven in the

previous chapter that J¡ (k=lr2r 3) is never negative, that is V is negative and semi-

definite. The above stability verification is independent of the states and V is not

dependent of time t explicitly, therefore, the system is unifonnly and globally stable in the

sense ofLyapunov.

The asymptotic stability of (5.3) can be proven using a Lyapunov-like rheorem. It is

obvious that V(t, x) is lower bounded; V(trx) is negative semi-definite and uniformly

continuous with respect to time t. Therefore, Vltrx; -+ 0 as t -+ "o. Since J1 to J. are
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not negative, we have Jl + 0, Jz -+ 0 and J¡ + 0 as t -+ oo. Fr.om the fbrm of J r, Jz

and J3, it can be concluded that x¡ ì 0 and x¿ Ð 0 as t -+ oo. Assuming that as

t -+ oo, xr É 0 or x2 + 0, that is the system (5.3) is not asymptotically stable, it can be

found that ;k, t 0 and *o * 0 which conflicts with the fact that x¡ = 0 and xo - 0.

Therefore, the control system described by (5.3) is uniformly, globally and asymptotically

stable about the equilibrium point. Furthermore, according to the theorem of total

stability, the disturbed system is totally stable, which means that the trajectories of the

pendulum system with horizontal base point movements (disturbance) can be stabilized

arbitrarily closely about the upright position under the condition that the disturbance is

'small'.

In order to guarantee the 'small' disturbance, control torque M, and Mn must be

designed so that Mr + *pii(t) cosxl cosx2 and Mh - rnpË(Ð cosx2 have low

magnitudes which requires accurate measurement of mp, if O and ñ1t¡. suctr a

restriction makes the control strategy impractical. In the next section, it is shown how

such a restriction on the control law may be removed.

5.2.4 Development of an improved control strategy

In this section, a control strategy is to be developed in which the restriction of low

perurbations is removed. The control algorithm which determines the stabilizing torques

is designed as follows:

Me = -Ge + mpg)O - K orð- mpGo sgnteld - mpFo sgn(0) - K, tanh(crrO)

Mv = -(kv + mpg)v- Ko*ù- mp(Go + Fo) sgn({r)hl

- mpHosgn({r) - Krtanh(arr¡r)
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where Fo, Go and Ho u'. liittil, lgrtl uno lñrrl ". li,r,l",,_, lãit)1,,_ o'alñ{tll.,_,

respectively. Assuming the state space vector *={*,¡X.¡1X31x4}, where xr =0 and

X2 = V, the state space model is

Xr =X3
*z=X¿

(5.7a)

(s.7b)

(s.7d)

x3 = t-,r*, x, 
(p-xsx¡ sin(2x,)+co(g+ g(t))sinx, cosx, -(*+c,,g)x,

K¿e . .r 1 2J-ï*, - coG,r sgn(xrl*,1- c,,ñ1t¡ cosxr cosx2

- coF, sgn(x, ) - * ranh(a,x, )) (5.7c)

*o = -iw! sin(Zxr) + co tg * gf tl) sinx, cosxr - (* + c,,g)x, - .,,ñ1t¡ cosx2

K.hf
- Ë*, - cu (Ge + F,, )sgn(xo )lxrl *.,,i1t;rio*,sinx,

- c,,n,,sgn(x¿ ) - f ,*n,or*r,

The right-hand sides of (5.7c) and (5.7d) are disconrinuous which violates rhe

conventional solution theory, indicating that the existence and uniqueness of the solutions

cannot be guaranteed. Following the same procedure shown in Section 5.2.2, the existence

and uniqueness of the solution to equations (5.7) can be proven.

Since system (5.7) does not have an equilibrium point and the perturbation

Mr +mpf(t)cosxlcosx2 and Mh -mpñ(t)cosx2 may not be small, Lyapunov's

second method and total stability theory cannot be applied to srudy the stability of sysrem

(5.7)- Similar to Section 4.2.2, we develop a scalar fi¡nction, V., that satisfies all the

conditions of Lyapunov fi.rnction. Such a scalar fi¡nction can serve as a measure of the

boundness of the solution trajectory of (5.7). By the property of the monotonic decrease
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in the positive definite scalar function, the boundness of the trajectory can be studied. As

in section 4.2.2, the scalar function for system (5.7) is now constructed:

% = M + c,,g1j*f *i*i+ cosxr cosx' - r) + 
å#r",cosh(a,x, 

))

The derivative of the scalar function shown in (5.8) with respect to time is

v, = -(N-c,,g(x,x, +x,x4 -x, sinx, cosx2 -x4 cosxr sinxr, - å*tanh(a,x, )

6

= -IJ,
i=l

where

J¡ = ceX3tCrl*,lsgn(x3) - g1t¡sinx, cosx")

J2 = c1¡x4lG'lxrlsgn(x¿)- g1t¡sinx, cosx,)

J3 = c¡xa(Fo sgn(xol*rl- i1t¡rirr*, sinxr)

Ja = csx3 (Fo sgn(xr l + iittl cosxr cosx, )

J5 = cr¡xa (Ho sgn(xo i * ñtO cosx, )

ro=f*l**.Í
Following the same procedure shown in 4.2.2, it can be proven that J¡ (k=1, ..., 6) is

non-negative for all values of x¡ (i=1, 2,3, 4). Therefore, V is negative and semi-definite.

According to Barbalat's lemma (slotine and Li, l99t), q{trx) -+ 0 as t -+æ and we

have x, + 0 and x¿ J 0 as t -+ co. Therefore, as time increases, the system (5.7) can be

stabilized around the upright position with an offset, and the offset can be controlled to be

within a pennitted level by the compensation torques K, tanh(crr0) and K, tanh(arr¡r).

(s.8)
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5.3 Robustness Analysis of the Control System

In this section, the robustness of the control system to the parameter cr = Dp and the

acceleration measuremrnt, ilt¡, ã(t) *¿ ñ1t¡ required by the conrrol law, is analyzed.

Consider the system with the control algorithm (5.6) and assuming that c, is estimated as

cT:

cÏ = cr +'!tr > o

where 1> -1 since c! cannot be negative. The control algorithm then becomes

Me = -Kouð- (kv + cig)0- ciGol0lsgn(O) - ciFu sgn(0¡ - K, ranh(Grxr )

Mv = -Ku*rir- (k* + cïg)V- cT (Fo + c' )lr¡lsgn(rþ)

-cfHosgn(lr)-Krtanh(arxr) (5.9)

The scalar function for the control system with the control strategy of (5.9) is shown

below:

% = M * Sst*î + *i)+ j.og{"osxl cosx2 - r) + 
å#t"acosh(a,x, ))

The derivative of the above scalar function with respect to time is

% = -(N- f s{*,*, + x2x4- x, sinx, cosx2 - x4 cosxl sinxr) 
å* 

t'nh(cr,x, )

6

= _IJ,
i=1

where
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Jr = x¡ ff crþ,lrgn(xs ) -.0ä(t) sinx, cosxr)

cìrr
J z = x¿(; Gelxrlsgn(x¿ ) - c0g(t) sinx, cosx, )

cÎ rrL
Js = x¿ (ito sgn(xn )l*rl - cof (t)sÍnx, sinxr)

-ci;JJ¿ = Xs (ito sgn(x, ) + co f (t) cosxr cosx, )

clþ
Js = X¿(;i"o sgn(xo) +coh(t)cosxr)

ru=f*l*?.Í
It can be proven that the system stability is guaranteed under the following condition

y > 0 (s.10)

Similar to the above discussion, the base point accelerations i*tti, ättl anA ñqt¡ are

also the inputs to the control strategy. In reality, it is difficult to measure the accelerations

accurately. Assuming actual acceleration iittl, gttl and ñttl and those measured

i'(t), d'" (t) an¿ ñ'(t) are relared to each other as follows:

L-Lþ
f"1t¡ = f(t)+Vr(ti
g.(t)=g(tl*riittl
ñ'(t) = ñ(t)+ rcñ(t)

where y, l" and K can be functions of time. The control strategy is then

Mo = -Kouð- (ke + c,g)0- c,Gfil0lsgn(0) - crFousgn(e)

Mv = -Ku*!r- (k* +crB)V-cr(Fou * C3)ldsgn(!r) -c,Hfisgn(rir) (5.11)
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where Fo" = lit'f tl, "å 
= lg'f rll and Hfi = lñ'f Ol. Following rhe same procedure shown

in Section 5.2.4, the same scalar function shown in (5.8) can be used. The derivative of the

scalar function shown in (5.8) with respect to time is

V, = -(N-cog(xrx, +x2x4-x, sinx, cosx2 -x4 cosxr sÍnxr) 
å*tanh(a,x,)

6

= _IJ,
i=l

where

J1 = coxr(cfilx,lsgn(x¡) - ilt¡sinx, cosx2)

J 2 = c¡xa(Gfilxrlsgn(x¿ ) - i1t¡ sinx, cosx, )

J3 = c'xa(F,i sgn(xoll*rl- i1t¡.ir,*, sinxr)

Ja = c6xr(Ff sgn(xr) * íttl cosxl cosxr)

J5 = csxa (Hfi sgn(xo ) + ñttl cosx, )

,KurrKu*2tu = A-*r * O. 
*;

To keep V < 0, the following conditions must be satisfied

y>0 À>0 rc>0 (s.12)

Therefore, the system stability is not effected as long as the acceleration values are over

estimated.

The above sensitivity analysis shows that the system stability is largely insensitive to the

variation of the physical parameter cl and the measurement error in base point

accelerations. Theoretically, as long as c! and the measured base point accelerations are

overestimated, the system stability is not effected, but they should be chosen carefully in

simulation by considering overshoot avoidance, convergence speed, as well as the amount

of applied control torque.
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5.4 Approximating the perturbations with contÍnuous terms

The control algorithms shown in (5.2) and (5.6) contain perturbation terms. The

implementation of such discontinuous control strategies is not desirable from the practical

viewpoint as was explained in Section 1.2.4.In this section, the effect of replacing the

permrbation terms with continuous functions is studied. Equations (5.6) are therefore

written as follows:

Me = -(ke + mpg)0 - K ouÖ- mpCon,le{- mpFoEr - K, tanh(ar0)

Mv = -(kv + mpg)V- Kor{r- mp(F,r + êo¡f rlr¡l

-mpûoE, -K, tanh(azy)

where E, and E, arecontinuous functions of state x3, x4 and time t. {,,

chosen as follows:

(5.13a)

ê,, and Ê,, ar"

F,, = Fo +e,

êo = Go +e,

Êo = Ho +e,
(s.13b)

where €¡, i = l, 2, 3 are positive constants required by the generalized Lyapunov analysis

for this case. Following the extended integral method, the quasi-Lyapunov function

candidate is constructed for the continuous control system as follows:

vq = M + 
"ogq)*l 

*I*i+ cosxr cosx2 - 1) + 
å#t"nosh(a,x, )) (s.t4)

M is given by (5.4a). Vn is a positive and definite function. Its derivative with respect to

time is

6

=_IJ,
i=1

where

vq
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J1 = c6x3 1êonrl*,1 - coË(t) sinx, cosxr)

J2 = cox3 GoE, * .o í1t)cosxl cosx, )

J3 = c¡xa 1ôonrlxrl- cnxrilt¡ sinx, cosxl )

Ja = c6X4lcoronrlxrl* ñf tlsinx, sinxr)

J5 = csx4 (HoE, * 
"oñ1t¡ 

cosxr)

ru=f*l*?.Í
As discussed in the previous chapter, the only function that can keep J¡, for example,

positive is E, =sgn(xr) which is not continuous. Therefore, it is likely not possible to

design a continuous control algorithm with a quadratic Lyapunov-type function that

decreases monotonically. With this background, a quasi Lyapunov function is constructed

that may increase in certain regions, but the amount of the increase is controlled to be

lower than the amount of the decrease in the adjacent regions until the pendulum is

stabilized within an acceptable region about the upright position. Such an acceptable

region is denoted by Ru = {xllxll < ç} where ç is a positive number. Assuming rhe

following continuous function for E, and E2,

Er = tanh[pr(t)x3ì Ez = tanh[pr(t)xal

p1(t) and Pz (t) are bounded, continuous and positive functions of time t. The algorithm

shown in (5.13) then establishes a continuous control under the condition of the base point

acceleration being also continuous. J6 in (5.15) is never negative, we first focus o¡ J r.

When xl = 0 or X, = 0, Jr = 0. For xt t 0 and x, * 0, Jlcanbe rewritten as follows:
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Jr = colôolx,lx, hnh[p(t)xr]- ã(t)*, sinx, cosxr)

= .oôo l*,*, l{t"nt tn{tll*, þ t #+ cosx, )

t .oôol*,*,l{trnt tpitl*,þ - Hi,
Note that x, tanh[p(t)xr] is a continuous and even function of xr, i.e.,

x, tanh[p( t)x, ] = l*, I 
tr"rt¡p1 t¡lx, ll

sinx,
and 

- 
> 0. In order to guarantee Jr ) 0, the following condition must be satisfied:xl

ranhrp,lt¡lx,lì-Hi=,

Thus,

l*,1=6fu'"
" lørt¡¡ sinx,
l-F-_---Go xr

. lettll sinx,
Go xl

= Þ, (5.16a)

(s.16b)

Note that the right hand side of inequality (5.16a) is bounded for -rc. *, . æ since

t. qY < ð < 1. Similarly, in order to keep J2 positive, one may arrive ar rhe following

relation:

l*,1=ãit'
,*Sl.o.*,1

=þ,
r_4dl*,*,1
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If x, > max(Þr , þz), J1 and J 2 are positive. Following

that if x¿ ) max(&1s q'22 a3 ) where

and

1
C[" = 

-ln

" Zpt(t)

the same procedure, we have

(s.r6c)

(s.16d)

(5.16e)

c[l

In summary, if xr>Ê and xo )c[,, J¡, (i=1r...16) is positive, that is % <0.

However, inequalities (5.16a)-(5.16e) are not always satisfied. For example when xs = e

or x4 - tþ changes sign, there exists regions that violate some of the inequalities from

(5.16a) to (5.16e). Therefore, d might be positive in such regions. In order to guarantee

that the quasi-Lyapunov, \, function experiences an overall decrease, we need to prove

that (i) the state trajectories do not remain for infinite time period in the regions where Vo

may increase, and (ü) the amount of the increase h Vo is lower tha¡r the amount of the

decrease in the adjacent regions until the pendulum is stabilized within an acceptable

region R" about the upright position.

,-SÞ,.,r
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We first prove that both x. and x4 must have low absolute values if % ir positive,

that is the summation of fJ, is negative. From inequalities (5.i6a) to (5.16e), if
i=t

J¡, (i=1,...,5) is negative, the states x, and x4 can be bounded within rc (a small

positive constant) with a proper choice of fi.¡nctions pr(t) and pz(t). Suppose that

inequality (5.16a) or (5.16b) is violated, that is x, has low absolute value, and J1 or J, is

66
negative which further causes % (= -I ¡, ) positive. Since )J¡ is negative and Ju is

always positive, x4 must have a r"* 
"or";"te 

value. 

i=l

We now prove that the state trajectories do not stay for infinite time period in the

region where Vo may increase. The proof can proceed by contradiction. It is assumed that,

without the loss of generality, the state trajectory stays in a region

Rr!={x: x, )Xt". >ç>0} where \ might increase for an infinite time period. The

state xrcr is the angular displacement such that when Xl )x1.", inequality (5.16a) or

(5.16b) is violated which further causes V > o. Note that xr.. ) ç that is R. ø Ro. Ru is

the acceptable region within which the control system is stabilized. R, c R, + R, where

R1:={x: x, ) x." & xs > 0}

and

Rz ={x: x, ) x.. & x¡ < 0}

Three cases are possible.

Case One: the trajectory stays in region Rr. In this case, x, is positive and bounded

within Ki xr keeps increasing and the acceleration in such a region becomes,
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. I .ks þ*r = 
, _ ur¡¡ *, 

(-cog(xr - sinx, cosx2 ) - (;ixt - co$(t) sinx, cosx, )

K, þ
-;L tanh(crrxr ) - co f (t) cosxr cosx2

+ p.x3x4 sin(2xr, - å**, - "oêonrl*,1 -.orop, ) (s.r7)

Note that it was proven that both x, and x4 are bounded and have low absolute values.

Theterm lrxsx¿sin(2xr) isnot significant. If ke > 2mpên, K, and crr are chosen such

K,þ
that;Ltanh(arxr)+cof (t)cosxlcosx2 >0.*, is negative since it is proportional to

-xt. (Note that in region Rr, both x, and x3 are positive.) Therefore, x3 cannot remain

positive for infinite time, that is the trajectory can not stay permanently in the region R¡

for which xt ) X." and 0 < x3 < rc. From (5.I7) it can be seen that x, tends to zero

faster by increasing K, and crr.

Case Two: state x, changes sign and the trajectory stays in the region Rz. tn this case,

-K(xs <0 and *r is still mainly determined by xr and has the same sign as xr.

Therefore, x, increases satisfying inequalities (5.16a) and (5.i6b).

Case Three: the trajectory oscillates in the region of Rr+Rz.This case is impossible

since x, does not change sign in the region Rr.

A similar analysis can be done for the case when inequalities (5.16c) to (5.16e) are

violated. From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the trajectories of x, and x,

would not stay permanently in the region ttrat d > 0.

In the above proof, functions pr(t), pz(t) and the parameters in the compensated

torques, such as uþ ü2, Kt and Kr, play important roles in controlling regions in which
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Vn might increase. Increasing pr(t) and pz(t) enlarges the regions in which the quasi

Lyapunov function decreases. Subsequently, the region in which the quasi Lyapunov

function increases will be reduced by adjusting the nonlinear compensation torque

(controlled by cri and K, (i=lrz)). Therefore, by a proper choice of cr¡, K, and pi(t),

(i=lr2), the regions can be controlled so that the zmount of increase in Vn is always less

than the amount of decrease in V in the adjacent regions in the state space. This way Vo

can be directed to overall decrease until the state trajectories stay within a small region

about the upright position.

In summary the quasi Lyapunov function shown in (5.14) does not decrease

monotonically which conflicts with the requirements of Lyapunov functions. However, it

is guaranteed that the amount of increase of the quasi Lyapunov function is always lower

than the amount of decrease in the adjacent regions. Thus, the quasi Lyapunov function is

decreasing overall.

5.5 Simulation study

Three numerical examples are presented in this section. The first example compares the

performance of the three control laws discussed in this thesis: (I) piecewise continuous

control law without compensation; (2) piecewise continuous control law with

compensation, and 13) continuous control law. The second example demonstrates the

behavior of the quasi Lyapunov function pertaining to the continuous control law. Finally,

the last example examines the robustness of the continuous control algorithm in the

presence of uncertainty in the parameter estimations or measurements.
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In these examples, the base point was allowed to move in X, Y and Z directions

according to the following profiles:

f (t) = 2'5sin(æt)

g(t) = 1.5sin(2æt)

h(t) = 2'6sin(æt)

The initial conditions for the three examples are

0 = 0.3 (rad)

0 = 0.0 (rad / sec)

(m / sec2 )

(m/sec2)

(m/sec2)

V= 0.5 (rad)

!¡= 0.0 (rad/sec)

The values of parameters pertaining to the pendulum are m=36.86kg, p=0.29m, A=

6.0kgm2 and p = 0.942. The proportional and derivative control gains were chosen as

ke = kv = 96.0, K¿0 = 9.0 and K¿v = 6.0, respectively.

The response to different controllers are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The state

trajectories tend to zero rapidly and all control systems are clearly stable ffigures 5.2-a

and 5.3-a). The response to the piecewise continuous control system without

compensation exhibits an elror (Figures 5.2-b and 5.3-b). The addition of the nonlinear

compensation torque lwith cri=3.5 and K¡=169.0 (i=lr¿) in equations (5.6)] reduced such

¿Iri elror. The response belonging to the continuous control system contains slightly larger

oscillations about the upright position as compared to those related to the discontinuous

controllers. However, the continuous control system was stabilized in a region about the

upright position and the amplitudes of the oscillations tend to reduce with time. Note that

in this example p(Ð in (5.13a) was chosen as pr(t)=pz(t) =2+4.5t and, e, and e, in

(5.13b) were chosen as 27o of the amplitude of the base point accelerations.
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The control torques determined by the continuous control strategy and the

compensated piecewise continuous control algorithm are plotted in Figure 5.4. The

control torques determined from the piecewise continuous control algorithm exhibit

chattering. It is also seen that in both cases the controllers are active during the steady-

state case. Such torques are necess¿rry to counteract the effect of the horizontal base point

motions.

The quasi-Lyapunov function corresponding to the response of the continuous control,

shown in Figure 5.4, is plotted in Figure 5.5. As is seen in the figure the quasi Lyapunov

function increases during a certain time period,. The amount of the increase is, however,

Iower than the decrease in the adjacent regions and the function decreases overall.

The last example examines the robustness of the proposed control strategies. The

response to the continuous control algorithm was chosen for demonstration. The

responses for the case in which cr = hp was overestimated by about 50Vo by the

controller was compared with the simulation in which an accurate value of c, was used

(see Figure 5.6). The comesponding control torques are shown in Figure 5.7. It is seen

that both state trajectories converge to zero and the trajectories from the control system

with overestimated c, tend to zerc states faster. The ranges of the control torques for the

control system with an overestimated c, is slightly higher during the transient stage for the

presented example. The response of the continuous controller, when accelerations F0, G0

and rro in (5.13) were chosen as r.sliitr)1,"*, r.4grtll",* ano r.slñtt),"*1, respectively,

are plotted in Figure 5.8. Overestimating the base point acceleration resulted, in this

example, in a shorter settling time and smaller region within which the inverted pendulum
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is stabilized. Overestimating the base point acceleration also resulted in higher

corresponding control torques during the transient stage shown in Figure 5.9.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, two piecewise continuous control strategies and a continuous control

sûategy were developed to stabilize an invefted pendulum with two degrees of rotational

freedom and with a general three-dimensional base point motion. The first piecewise

continuous controller guarantees the total stability of the invertecl penclulum system about

the upright position under the condition of small perturbations. The second piecewise

continuous control strategy removes such a condition and can still keep the trajectories of

the control system about the upright position within a controlled region. The continuous

controller guarantees that the inverted pendulum can be stabilized in a controlled region

around the upright position. The robusûress of the proposed control systems with respect

to those uncertainties in physical parameters and in measurement of the base point

acceleration was also examined and it was shown that the system stability is largely

insensitive to these classes of uncertainties.

Since the dynamic equations for the system contain discontinuous tenns due to the

piecewise continuous controller, the requirement of classical existence-uniqueness solution

theory is violated. First, the existence and uniqueness of the solution to the proposed

piecewise continuous control system was verified using the solution concept proposed by

Filippov. Such a solution analysis is important for non-smooth dynamic systems which, in

general, has not been studied rigorously, especially for the case when the discontinuity

surface is the intersection of several discontinuity surfaces. The stability of the control
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system was then verified using Lyapunov's second method and a Lyapunov-like theorem

based on Barbalet's lemma. A smooth Lyapunov function was constructed using the

extended integral nrethod which removed resh'ictions on the control gains necessary in

previous approach.

The discontinuous terrns were then replaced by some continuous functions to avoid

chattering of the control actions and to better represent the actual implementation of the

developed controller. The control system can be stabilized in a region around the upright

position by the continuous controller. A generalized Lyapunov analysis was employed to

show that the pendulum can still be stabilized in a controlled region around the upright

position.

The above findings were demonstrated through numerical simulations. The simulation

results show that 1) the inverted pendulum system is successfully stabilized round the

upright position by the proposed control strategies; 2) the system stability is largely

insensitive to the uncertainties of some physical parameters and measurements of the base

point accelerations and 3) though the quasi-Lyapunov function increases in certain time

periods, the amount of increase is always lower tha¡r the amount of decrease in the

adjacent regions. Thus, the quasi-Lyapunov function experiences an overall decrease.
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CHAFTER SIX

APPLICATION OF THE INVERTED PBNDULUM MODEL TO THE
. SIMULATION OF HUMAN TRUNK MOVEMENT DURING WALKING

6.1 Introduction

The mathematical model developecl in the previous chapter is now applied to stu¿y the

dynamics of the human upper body during walking. The objective is largely to advance the

development of the mathematical model, not to simulate the dir-ect cletailed biological

features of walking.

Most previous studies relevant to the human upper body focused on the use of inveme

dynamics in which forces and torques are calculated based on the kinematics obtained

through gait measurements (Cappozzo, lg82 and 1983; Thornton-Trump and Brodland,

1987; Mansour ¿t al., 1982; Stokes and Forssberg, 1989 and Mackinnon and Winter,

1993). In comparison, investigations of the upper body movement using the simulation

approach (also referred to as direct dynamics) are sparse. In the study by Chow and

Jacobson (1971,7972), the unstable upright equilibrium of the trunk was investigated. A

control effort was applied to stabilize the trunk which was modeled as an inverted

pendulum. The base point of the pendulum was allowed to move to resemble the pelvis

movement for normal gait, and the stability of the model was verified using Lyapunov,s

second method. The work is valuable in that the system stability was investigated which is

an area where little work has been done in recent biomechanics resea¡ch, yet the control

stategy was simple enough to allow the interpretation of some muscular activities (Chow

and Jacobson 1972). However, the problems of using the model for the simulation of the
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upper body movements and for predicting the inter-segmental torques applied at the hip

joints were not addressed. Additionally, their control strategy was designed for only

prescribed base point motion in the vertical directíon which imposes a limitation on the

application of the model. Hemami and Katbab (1982) studied Chow and Jacobson's work

in a mole general context; self rotation (rotation about the longitr:dinal axis) was addecl

and methods of preventing it were presented. Their model, however, dicl not include the

base point motion when the stability was analyzed.

In this work, the dynamic model of the inverted pendulum developed in Chapter Five is

used to simulate the upper body movement and to predict the hip torques for different gait

pattems. The human upper body is simplified as an inverted pendulum with two degrees of

rotational freedom about the base point. The base point is located at the bony landmark at

the sacrum. The base point of the pendulum can move in th¡ee-dimensional space in a

general way to resemble general gait patterns. The movement of the upper body is

measured in the gait laboratory for the corresponding gait patterns. The simulated

displacements of the gravity center of the upper body are compared with the measured

ones and the control torques are compared with the trunk torques calculated from the

kinematics of walking. The purpose of such a comparison is to establish the promise of the

model for the further studies. Before the simulation results are presented, the inverse

dynamic study of the upper body during walking is described below.

6.2 Mechanical model

The human upper body, consisting of the head, the trunk (the thorax and the pelvis)

and the upper limbs, was simplified as one rigid link in this study. The inertial and
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gravitational effects of the head and arrns wele included with those of the trunk. The head

and srvinging atms have certain influence on the trunk movements ancl the upper body

dynamics (Cappozzo, 1983; Mackinnon and Winter, 1993). However, the first order

dynamic features of the upper body, i.e., the magnitudes and the frequencies of the forces

and the torques, are mainly decided by the trunk movements (Cappozzo 1983). Finally,

although the relative motion between the thorax and the pelvis has been discussed in

kinematic analyses (Thorstenson et al., 1983 and Stokes and Forssbelg, 1989), the trunk

has been treated as one single link in most clynamic analyses (Onyshko ancl Winter, l98l;

Cappozzo, t983; Mackinnon and Winter,lgg3 and Scheiner,1993).

The kinematics of the trunk are described using the relative movement between the

body coordinate system with respect to the inertial coordinate system. The axes of the

body coordinate system were defined relative to three non-collinear reference points (the

anatomical landmarks), such as first thoracic vertebral (T1), the bony landmark at the

sacrum and the left crommion process. One axis was directed as the vector starting from

the bony landmark at the sacrum and ending at Tl. The second axis was perpendicular to

the plane defined by the three anatomical references. The third axis was defined so that the

set of axes formed a right handed system of reference. The origin of the body coordinate

system was fixed at the estimated gravity center of the upper body. Three Euler angles,

described in Appendix A, were used to described the rotations between the body

coordinate system and the global coordinate system. The Euler angles were then

calculated based on the displacements of the markers.
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The self rotation was not included to simpliff the moclel. Such a simplif,rcation is

appealing in that only two equations are considered for the pendulum moclel and the

coefficient matrices are less coupled (Chow and Jacons on, 1972). The effect of neglecting

self-rotation on the resultant trunk torques applied at the hip joints is expected not to be

significant. Stokes et al. (1989) reported that the pelvis and the thorax rotate about the

vertical axis, but in opposite directions for most of the stricle cycle. Similar. observation

was made by Vaughan and Sussman (1993). The reciprocal rotational movement of the

thorax and the pelvis about the vertical axis tends to reduce the lotational momentum of

the upper body (Stokes and Forssberg, 1989). Such a reciprocal rotation about the

longitudinal axis is mainly controlled by internal oblique and external oblique, which is the

internal action at the trunk segment. Moreover, the mass moment of inertia of the trunk

about the longitudinal axis is much lower than those about the other two principal axes,

resulting in a less dynamic effect (Cappozzo, i983 and Hemami and Katbab l98Z).

Therefore, when considering the trunk as one link, it is an acceptable assumption to study

the non-self-rotational case. The model, however, may not be adequate for certain severe

pathological gaits in which the effect of self rotation is noticeable. tn such cases, the model

(including the contol strategy) should be extended to include the self-rotation.

Finally, the human trunk was considered to be supported at one base point in this

work, rather than two points representing the two hip joints. To consider the upper body

alone, a one base point model must be used (Cappozzo,1983 and Mackinnon and Winter,

1993).In order to distinguish the forces at the two separate hip joints, lower limb motion
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must be known, which would requirc the simulation of a ntore complex system. Such a

simulation is beyond the scope of the current work.

6.3 Inverse dynamic analysis

Invet'se dynamic analysis of human trunk is one of the greatest challenges in

locomotion analysis due to the low range of motion. In this section, an inverse dynamic

analysis of human trunk during walking is presented. The results are to be compared with

the simulation results to validate the developed model. The emphasis of this section is to

elaborate the inverse dynamic model and the technique of the measurement.

6.3.1 Gait Measurements

The experimental protocol was based on those of Cappozzo (1981) and Stokes (19S9).

The gait measurement was conducted in the Biomechanics Laboratory at Physical

Education, The University of Manitoba.

Video graphy principles

Video is an electronic medium that uses charge, voltages, and magnetic fields to pick

up, transfer, and store visual images. The Peati Motion Measurement System is one of less

expensive photogrammetric systems for locomotion analysis. The basic assumption of the

Peak system is that the amount of the movement on the video is directly proportional to

the amount of actual movement. This assumption means that the camera image plane is

parallel to the plane in which the motion is to take place. In other words, the optical axis

of the camera lens is perpendicular to the plane of motion. (see Figure 6.1). The standa¡d

video camera operates at a 60 Hz þera) frame rate, or sample frequency.
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real world. obied spac€
scaled in melef:t

Figure 6.1 The camera image plane is parallel to the object plane (reproduced from the

menu of Peatri Motion Measurement System).

There are methods to obtain three-dimensional coordinate data from multiple two-

dimensionai views. The peali system uses the Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) method

(Abdel-Azizand Karara, l97l). By digitizing a control object of known coordinates, rhe

image space may be calculated and any movement throughout the image space can be

determined. The DLT method establishes a direct linea¡ relationship berween digtized

coordinates from t\¡/o or more camera views and the three-dimensional space coordinates

by using the intersections of lines or vectors, from each camera vierv to determine the

point in space. Line intersections work optimally from cameras positioned perpendicularly;

Iine intersections work worst at positions neariy parallel. The relationships between the

location of the same point in the object space and image space are shown below:

camerã locai plane, image space
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l,X+ l"Y+ l"Z +1,
i! r t ¿ J { 

^lrX+ I,,,Y+ lrrZ+l "

, , lsX+ lrY+ IzZ + lr¡ _ n
IrX+ I,,,Y+ lrrZ+l " (6.1)

where u and v are the positions in the image space and X, Y and Z are the known

positions of the control points in the object space. Supplying a set of control points with

known X, Y and Z coordinates for the points on the calibration frame, the coeffrcients

I¡, (i=l,...rlI) can be determined. A minimum of six non-coplanar points are required.

More control points will improve accuracy, but the point of diminishing returns is 20

points. The control points must be digitized, providing horizontal and vertical odentations

of the video camera. Control points must be accurately measured and digitized to reduce

error in gait data. For a two-camera, three-dimensional system, six non-coplanar points on

the calibration frame are required. Once the camera parameters are known, any unknown

point in the object space may be obtained. These camera parameters are constants as long

as the position of the camera, the lens focus, and focal length remain unchanged (see

Figure 6.2). For the measurements conducted in this thesis, the DLT parameters are

calculated and listed in Table 6.1.

Experimental protocol

The movements of the trunk were recorded using The Peak5 Motion Measurement

System. A passive marker system was used in which half ping-pong balls served as

markers. Such markers were tracked by two video cameras. One camera faced the left

sagittal plane and the other faced the dorsal plane. The markers were located at the

following anatomical landmarks: the bony Iandmark at the sacrum, the left iliacrest, the
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Figure 6.2 Caltbration frame (reproduced from the menu of Peak Motion Measurement
System).

Table 6.1 DLT parameters for the measurement serup.

camera 1 camera 2

DLT para. DLT para.

I -89.0869s8 46.3222136
2 2.29575 -6.068890
J r3 r.084055 186.i 16376
4 28.864432 7.77570t

13.255251 t8.958232
6 150.124488 t44.380419
7 37.814534 -6.32t953
8 9.793642 8.368s06
9 0.032688 0.06273s
r0 -0.009536 -0.005992
u 0.t395t2 -0.0398 t7
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estimated gravity center, the left acromional process ancl the first thoracic vertebra.

Calibration of the three-dimensional system was performed prior to each nreasurcment

trial. A wire pyramid, shown in Figure 6.2, containing24 markers whose positions were

accurately known was placed in the object space. When an a priori calibration accufttcy

was obtained, the camera positions were fixed and the calibration frame was removed.

One normal subject performed repeated trials of normal walking and walking with the left

knee fixed. Several practice trials were used to determine the subject's preferred (free)

walking speecl, and to check the equipment and to explain the experimental protocol. The

subject was also asked to keep the upper limbs flexed so that the arm and the forearm

formed an approximated 900 angle in order not to cover the markers on the pelvis. This

arm position has little effect on the trunk movement as was proven by Cappozzo (1983).

During the tests, the subjects lvore their everyday shoes, care was taken to avoid extra-

high heels or too-rigid soles.

6.3.2 Processing of raw kinematic data and derivative estimation

The converted coordinates of the center of the markers from the camera image space

are called raw data and they contain additive noise from many sources: electronic noise in

optoelectric devices, spatial precision of the TV scan or film digitizing system, and human

error in filrn digitizing. AII of these errors will result in random errors in the converted

data. It is therefore essential that the raw data be filtered.

In the processing of any time-varying data, no matter what their sources are, the

sampling theorem must not be violated. The theorem states that "the process signal must

be sampled at a frequency at least fwice as high as the highest frequency to be considered
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in the data".lf rve sample a signal at too low or too high a fiequency, we get aliasing

elrors. For human locomotion (normal walking), it was shown by Winter (1982) that

kinetic and energy analysis can be done with negligible error using standarcl 24.Îrame per

second movie camera.

Sevelal procedures can be employed for adjusting measurements containing random

errors. A number of papers have been published in recent years presenting these

procedures with particularreference to their use in studies of biomechanics (Winfer et ul.,

1974; cappozzo et ul., 1975; Zernicke et ctl., 1976; and Murphy and Mann, 1990). In this

wo[k, the measurcment data were filtered using a low-pass, fourth order, zero lag filter at

a cut-off frequency of 4Hz, which is the same as the approach used in Macnnon and

Winter (1993). The corresponding velocity and acceleration trajectories were detemined

using numerical differentiation.

6.3.3 Anthropometric measurements

Anthropometric measurement was made on the test subjects with the objectives of

determining the mass and the gravity center of the upper body, and estimating the inertial

properties of the upper body segments. The required anthropometric measurements are

body mass, height, shoulder height and trochanter height. Using these anthropometric

quantities, the following inertia parameters were estimated for the upper body of the

subject: mass, segment length, distance between the gravity centers of the head and the

trunk, and moments of inertia about the principal axes passing through the gravity center.

Some of the relevant methods provided in the literature were reviewed and estimations

were made accordingly by Chaffin and Andersson (1992). Different procedures often lead
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to remarkably different results and the anthropometric parameters have the nafure that

could not be proven. The method of determining the anthropometric clata provicled by

Chaffin and Andersson ( 1992) were used for the dynamic analysis of the cuffent stucly.

The required anthropometric measurements are listed in Table 6.2 lor one subject and the

calculated inertial properties are listed in Table 6.3.

Table 6.2. Basic measurements for anthropometry calculations.

Table 6.3. The inertial properties of one subject.

t25

body weight W (kg) hei.eht (m) shoulder height (m) trochanter height(m)
56.7 r.68 1.41 0.9

mass of the head and neck
mass of the torso and the upper limbs (ke)
length of the head (m)
Iength of the trunk (m
distance between the CG of the trunk and
the trochanter (m)
distance between the CG of the head and
CG of the trunk lm

radius of gyration of the trunk (m)
k*:0.18
ky:O.1i

radius of gyration of the head (m)
k*:0.084
ky:0.092

mass inertia of the trunk (kgm2)
r*:r.57
Iy:O.39

mass inertia of the head (kgm2)
I-:0.03
Iy:0.04

total mass inertia of the upper body (kgm2)
I*:1.69

Iy:0.425
r,:2.235



In biomechanical computations of effect of the moment of inertia, the concept of radius

of gyration K is used. It is a derived variable that expresses the raclial distance from the

axis of rotation at which the mass of the segment can be concentratecl without altering the

moment of inertia of the segment. The radius of gyration is computed as follows (ChafÏn

and Andersson, 1992):

|I
K -./-\lM

where I is the moment of inertia about the principal axis and M is the mass of the segment.

6.3.4 Dynamic calculations

The dynamic equations that will be used to calculate the trunk forces and torques are

derived in Appendix B and are shown in equations 8.5.

6.3.5 Accuracy

The accuracy of the results depends upon two factors: the accuracy of the experimental

data and the accuracy with which the adopted motlel reflect the real system. The

relationship between variation in the final resuls and experimental errors was estimated

using a sensitivity analysis: various sets of basic data were perturbed and the consequent

variation in the end results were observed.

Experimental errors

The errors in the measured coordinates of the markers were, as is always the case, of

two types; systematic and random. Systematic errors were due mainly to optical

distortions within the cameras, to the deformation of photographic material, and to the

inaccuracy with which the system constants were measured. The systematic e¡1ors are
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estimatecl by comparing the measurecl locations of the control points (markers of the

calibration fi'ame) with their true locations which are known. The residuals are shown in

Table 6.4. The frrst column shows the twenty four control points. The seconcl anct third

columns display the computed coorclinates and the residual values. The computecl

coordinates contaìn the coordinates that the DLT algorithm computed for the control

points. The residual values contain the clifferences between the computed values and the

actual coordinates of the control points. The last column displays the resultant distance

between the measured and computed points. The average mean square error displays the

net error for all points for x, y, z and origin position. This number provides a

lepresentative measure of the intrinsic error of the camera configuration and arrangement.

Finally, the average volume percent error position gives the overall error of the calibration.

'When the differences between the actual control point coordinates in the DLT setup are

used correctly, the th¡ee-dimensional Peak5 system will produce x, y, and z-coordinates

within an accuracy of 0.5 percent. The calibration is acceptable if the errors are within 0.5

percent of the calibrated field of view. For example, the Peak5 calibration frame is

approximately 2.2 m in x and y direction, the error of the position should be within 17.5

mm. It is shown from Table 6.4 that the maximum erïor of the position is 17mm at

cont¡ol points g and h. Thus, the systematic errors are within the acceptable regions.

Essentially the random elror may be attributed to the digitization process of the marker

positions in the image space, i.e., quantization and inaccuracy related to the digitizer

cursor alignment on the marker image. An analysis of the sensitivity of the calculated was

assessed by repeating the digitization of the same frame thirty-one times. The
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Table 6.4 Residual of the digitized control points. Number of control points is 24 ancl the

degrees of freedom is 37

ooint computed residual oosition

X (m) Y (m) z6) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)

a -0.002 -0.007 -0.003 -0.002 -0.007 -0.003 0.009

b 0.448 0.427 0.341 0.008 0.003 0.003 0.009

c 0.822 0.729 0.595 -0.003 0.004 0.006 0.007

d -0.018 t.912 0.002 -0.00 r -0.002 -0.008 0.008

e 0.479 t.502 0.348 0.0 r5 -0.004 0.0r0 0.010

f 0.818 l.ztl 0.589 -0.005 0.004 0.00 r 0.007

û 2.230 1.91 r -0.004 0.001 -0.003 -0.0 r6 0.017

h t.721 t.504 0.347 -0.013 -0.001 0.010 0.017

t.399 t.2t2 0.594 0.007 0.001 0.007 0.010

2.218 0.005 0.001 0.00r 0.005 0.001 0.006

k 1.735 0.424 0.341 -0.001 -0.001 0.005 0.005

I 1.380 0.727 0.591 -0.011 0.001 0.002 0.0r r

m 2.228 -0.002 1.582 0.010 -0.005 -0.000 0.011

n 1.739 0.422 t.234 0.002 -0.004 -0.006 0.008

o r.397 0.726 0.994 0.006 -0.000 0.001 0.006

p 2.232 t.914 1.s96 0.001 -0.003 0.005 0.006

q r.734 1.5 i0 I.2q -0.007 0.003 -0.003 0.008

f 1.389 1.216 0.992 -0.003 0.003 -0.001 0.005

S -0.0r l t.916 1.597 0.004 0.002 0.003 0.005

t 0.472 r.504 t.241 -0.003 -0.002 -0.003 0.004

u 0.827 1.2r3 0.993 0.003 0.001 -0.001 0.003

v -0.003 0.000 1.581 -0.004 0.000 -0.004 0.005

w 0.472 0.472 t.236 -0.008 0.003 -0.003 0.009

K 0.828 0.728 0.990 0.003 0.001 -0.004 0.005

Average mean square error 0.007 0.003 0.006 0.009

Average volume Vo enor 0.294 0.170 0.363 0.n9
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standard deviation of the random error on the calculated coordinates in the object space

was estimated to be 5.4mm, 1.4mm and l.7mm in the x, y and z clircctions, respectively.

These values did not signifìcantly depend on the position of the digitized point in the

stereoscopic field. From the above error estimation, it can be seen that the random error in

the x direction is much higher than those in y and z directions, and this is due to the fact

that the calculation of the x coordinate is based on positions of the markers on the image

space from the camera facing the sagittal plane. The markers are partially shown on the

image plane. Therefore, more estimation was involved in location the cursor during

digitization. Such errors are believed acceptable as compared to the similar studies

(Cappozzo, 1983).

A further error has to be considered due to skin movement relative to the relevant bony

landmarks which allows for the unavoidable movement of the markers relative to the bony

landmarks. It must be emphasized that this movement correlates very well with main

movement, i.e. it has the same type of periodicity. This fact inhibited the possibility of

reducing its influence on the measurements by means of conventional smoothing methods.

The relevant error could only be minimized by exercising a cautious choice of the

anatomical landmarks.

As far as the body segment inertial parameters were concerned, the sensitivity analysis

was carried out. Certain errors were imposed on the basic data of normal walking and. the

consequent variation in the end results were tabulated. The error in the mass of the upper

body (including the head, arms and trunk) was hypothesized to be within 10o/o. The effect
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of sttch an error in the final results was estimated based on the dynamic equations shown

in Appendix B. The maximum differences between the final results from two sets basic

data are reportecl in Table 6.5. It is shown that the maximum differences in the horizontal

forces ale within 6N which is not very sensitive to the enor in the mass of the upper body,

but the difference in the vertical force is significant (50N). This is because l0olo increase in

mass causes about 40N increase in weight. The effect on the torques are within 4Nm.

The inaccuracy in the coordinates of the center of the mass of the upper body was

assumed to be within 2cm. It can be seen that the greatest effect of such an error is on M,

(8Nm) and F (8N) (see Table 6.5). As far as the mass moments of inertia arc concerned, a

pessimistic error of 30Vo was hypothesized for the moments of inertia of the upper body

about its principal axes fixed at the gravity center and the consequent variation of the final

results are within 8Nm (Table 6.5).

Other input variables which had important effects on the final result accuracy were the

accelerations of the base point. An error of 307o was assumed for each base point

acceleration and the differences of the final results are shown in Table 6.5. It is obvious

that even a low error in the acceleration in the x direction can cause significant change in

the force in the walking direction (approximately 35N) and in the segment torque M0

(about 11Nm). The error in the vertical acceleration has a small effect on the segmental

torques but a larger effect on the vertical hip force (about 24Ð. The error in the z

direction has little effect on the torque of M, but a larger effect on the torque Mv

(3.5Nm) and the force in the same direction (17.5IÐ. Therefore, it is concluded that the
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ttunk forces and torques are sensitive to the accelerations at the base point, but less

sensitive to the mass moment of inertia.

Table 6.5 The maximum differences of the final results between the basic data and the

disturbed data.

In order to validate the measurements in this study, the experimental results were

qualitatively compared with the previous studies (Stokes and Forssberg 1989). For

example, the range of motion of the gravity center was measured as 4.8 cm in the vertical

direction, as compared to the measured displacement of 4.7 + lJ cm reported by Stokes

and Forssberg (1989). In the bilateral direction, our measurement was 4.2 cm as compared

to 5.1+ 1.1 cm from Stokes and Forssberg (1989).

In summary, the dynarnic analysis of the trunk movement is one of the greatest

challenges in human locomotion analysis due to the fact that the range of motion of the

trunk is low (approximated 8o¡. The measurement conducted in this work is a preliminary

study, the error analysis and sensitivity analysis show that the first order features of the

F- (N) F (N) F, (N) Mu(Nm) vu,(Nm)

Mass ( 10olo) 5.6 46.6 3.8 3.2 1.5

l. (30o/o) 1.9 6.1

r" (30Vo) 0 0.44

t, (30Vo) 7.6 2.36

p (2cm) 3.86 1À 2.24 7.94 3.42

ift¡ (30Vo) 35.0 r 10.5 0.2

EG> Qoqo) 23.34 0.97 0.97

ñG) Qjvo) 17.5 0 3.5
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trunk movement and dynamics, namely the

movement, the forces and torques during

characterize the higher orcler features, more

required.

frequencies and the magnitudes of

rvalking are reasonable. However,

sensitive equipment and technique

6.4 GaitSimulations

To substantiate the capacity of the proposed model in this dissertation, three case

studies are presented fbr three gait pattems; normal walking, lvalking with the left knee

fixed and walking of an adult with cerebral palsy. The simulation results of the first two

cases were compared with the results calculated based on the gait measurcments described

in Section 6.3. The results for the third case are of a predictive nature since measurements

and inertial parameters were not available.

A typical gait pattern from one subject was chosen for the comparison to the

simulation results since inertial parameters are particular to individual subject. The values

of the anthropometric parameters of the subject are listed in Table 6.3. The only kinematic

input to the simulation model is the accelerations of the point related to the bony landmark

at the sacrum. The control gains in the model were adjusted to produce the displacements

of the gravity center similar to those obtained from the measurement. Note that the

displacements of the gravity center were chosen for comparison since they are important

features of upper body movement and are easily calculated from the Euler angles. The

predicted torques from the control algorithm were then compared with the trunk torques

calculated from the kinematics of the gait measurements.

the

to
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6.4.1 Normal Gait

In this case, the subject was asked to walk at a comfortable speed. The measurecl

displacements of the bony lanclmark at the sacrum for the normal gait are shown in Figure

6.3. The simulated gravity center motion is shown by solid lines in Figure 6.4, while the

dotted lines are the measured displacements of the gravity center. The simulation results

match the measurcments rcasonably well. The difference of the displacement ranges at the

gravity center is within 20Vo. The torques at the hip joints were predicted by the moclel

and are shown by solid lines in Figure 6.5. The dotted lines are the torques calculated

based on the gait measulements. The difference of the amplitudes are within 15%o. It is

seen that the torques: (a) guarantee the stability of the inverted pendulum, (å) move the

pendulum in a way similar to the upper body movement, and (c) are reasonably close to

the torques originated from the hip joints as detennined by inverse dynarnics based on

measurements.

6.4.2'V,lalking with the Left Knee Fixed

In this example, the subject was asked to wear a knee brace and to walk. The measured

displacements of the bony landmark at the sacrum in the inertiat coordinate system are

shown in Figure 6.6. The simulated displacements and the measured displacements of the

gravity center, in the inertial coordinate system, are shown in Figure 6.7 . The difference

between the simulated and the measured displacement ranges is within 20Vo of the

measured values. The amplitudes of the predicted torques, shown in Figure 6,8, match

within 157o of those obtained through the experimental data. It is seen that the simulated

motion at the gravity center follows the trend of the experimental measurements and the
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period.
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pledicted torques, using the model developed in this dissertation, match these from

measurcments.

6.4.3 Walking of an Adult rvith Cerebral Palsy

The model developed in this study was used to predict the torques for walking of an

adult male with cerebral palsy. The hip motion for such a gait pattern was reportecl by

Vaughan et al. (1992) and is shown in Figure 6.9. The displacement of the bony lanclmark

at the sacrum in the walking direction is shown in Figure 6.9(a) after the constant speecl

was filtered. The physical and -qeomeuical parameters used in this case are listed in Table

6.6 and are based on the information fi'om Vaughut et al. (1992). The control gains were

chosen in order to allow the gravity center to move within the range of walking as shown

in Figure 6.10. The required torques were then predicted by the model developed here and

are shown in Figure 6.1 1. For this case, the abduction-adduction torque was predicted as

-4ONm to 60Nm and the flexion-extension torque as -75Nm to 85Nm which are within

the human physiological limits.

Table 6.6 The anthropometric parameters of the adult male with cerebral palsy.

Bodv mass (ke) 69.5
Stature (m) 1.80

Upper body mass (ks) 47.32
Inertia I* =f, =In (kgmt) 3.1

Inertia I, (kgm2) 0.62

p (m) 0.34
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6.5 Summary

The dynamic model developed in the previous chapter was applied for simulating the

upper body movement for various gait patternr. it i, shown that such a model, though

simplified, in conjunction with the proposed control algorithm can charactenze the main

features of the human trunk dynamics for normal and certain pathological gait patterns. As

a result, acceptable state trajectory responses (i.e, close to human trunk movements) were

presented suggesting that the control algorithm may be similar to that used by humans.

Compared with the work by Chow and Jacobson(1972), the base point in the model was

allowed to move in 3-D space in a general way to resemble both normal and abnormal

walking of human subjects. From a review of the literature, this appears to be the first time

that a model of the upper body has been developed which is capable of both considering

the system stability and simulating the gait quantitatively.

Three case studies for three different gait patterns were presented which substantiate

the method. For the first two examples, the simulation results follow the trend of

experimental measurements reasonably well. The main features of the upper body motion,

such as the range and the frequency of the displacements and torques, as well as the time

instants where the maxima and minima occur, were characterized and compared

reasonably well with those obtained based on measurement (keeping in mind that the

model is at its initial stage of the development and improvements are expected). This

characterization indicates that the stability model developed here has the potential to

syrthesize the motor control mechanisms of the upper body for normal and for some

pathological gait patterns. The pathological gait patterns, however, are restricted to the
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gaits in which the effect of self rotation can be ignored as compared with the effect of the

other two rotations. For example, an injury at the hip joints usually causes a significant

increase in self rotation, in which case, the model presentecl here needs to be extended.

Also, the effect of swinging arms in the model is still to be investigatecl.

The last example demonstrated one application of this study which may predict the

stability of the human upper body for pathological gaits. It is expected to function as

follows: given the base point motion (presumed or measured) corresponding to some gait

patterns, the stabilizing torques (analogous to the trunk torques originated fiom the hip

joints) can be predicted by the developed model. Such torques may then be compared with

those physiological limits of the subject so that the stability of walking can be assessed. In

the case study of walking of an adult with cerebral palsy, the model was used to predict

the torque ranges. From a review of the literature, it appears to be the first time that such

predictions have been made without the measurement of all displacement data.

6.6 Limitations of the model and the measurements

The main limitation of the model is that the physical model is over-simplified. Such

limitations show on two aspects 
- 

complexity of the physical model and design of the

controller. Firstly, the trunk should be modeled as two separate links 
- 

the thorax a¡rd the

pelvis. Through the gait measurements, it was found that the reciprocal rotation of the

thorax and the pelvis is important. Such reciprocal rotation plays an important role in

reducing the momentum exchange between such two segments. The swinging arms should

also be separated because the swinging of the arms increases dramatically for pathological
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gait pattems. Because of the complexity of the movement and the linkage systent,

oversimplification was often made in the simulation of human locomotion (Winter', I99I).

The design of the controller is based on Lyapunov stability theory. Stability of the

upper body during walking is one of the primary requirements for the modeling. Other

requirements, such as the efficiency of the energy exchange between the upper body and

the lower limbs and other anatomical constraints, have not yet been considered.

The above limitations explain that, at this stage, only the first-order features of the

upper body movement and the dynamics i.e., amplitudes and the frequencies, can be

expected to compare with the measurements. The comparison of higher order

characteristics of the upper body movements and dynamics cannot be made until the

model is further extended.

Another important limitation that inhibits the comparison of the higher order features

is the unsatisfactory accuracy of the gait measurements. Due to the fact that the range of

motion of the trunk is much lower than that of the lower limbs, the relative error is higher.

Therefore, lower cut-off frequency was used to filter the noise. A lower cut-off frequency

may lose the useful data associated with higher frequencies. Based on the considerations

from the above two aspects, only the amplitudes and the frequencies of the fust order

inter-segmental torques were compared in this work.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Contributions of this thesis

A methodology to study the control and the stability of a base-excited inverted

penclulum about its upright position was developed. The pendulum has two degrees of

rotational freedom and the base point can move in the three dimensional space without any

restrictions except that the accelerations must be continuous. An immediate application of

such a study is to model the dynamics of the human upper body during r,valking. The

effects of the base point motion on the stability of the inverted pendulum model have not

been investigated before and several extensions of theory, such as the method of stabiliry

analysis and non-smooth analysis, etc., were required before the inverted pendulum model

could be used to study the dynamic behavior of the human upper body during walking.

Using the proposed model, the first order features, namely the frequency and magnitude,

of the human upper body movements and dynamics, were simulated and compared

favorably with those from the gait measurements. From the work in this dissertation,

several contributions have been realized.

L) Non-smooth analysis: Since discontinuous control strategies are inevitable in order

to validate Lyapunov functions for the class of inverted pendulum system investigated in

this thesis, the control system became non-smooth and non-smooth analysis was required

which included the definition of the solution concept and the existence and the uniqueness

of the solution. In this dissertation, Filippov's solution theory was used to define the

solution concept for the proposed control system. The existence and uniqueness of
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Filippov's solution were vedfied rigorously for the proposed non-smooth control systems.

Such a solution analysis has been addressed to be important in the literature, but has not

been perfoimed for many non-smooth dynamic systems due to the fact that "much heavier

mathematical machinery" is required. It is believed that, for the first time, the uniqueness

of Filippov's solution was proven when the discontinuity surface is the intersection of

several discontinuity surfaces and the method used here is beneficial to the solution

analysis of other non-smooth dynamic systems, such as sliding mode control system,

dynamic systems with friction and optimal control systems, etc.

2) Sreùility anulysis oJ' non-smooth systents: It was proven mathematically that

Lyapunov's second method can be used for the stability zuralysis of non-smooth dynamic

systems under the condition of the existence and the uniqueness of Filippov's solution.

Furthermore, a method to construct smooth Lyapunov functions for non-smooth systems

was developed, and it was demonstrated that for a number of engineering systems, smooth

Lyapunov functions can be constructed in a easier way as compared with non-smooth

Lyapunov functions discussed in the previous work. With the above extension of

Lyapunov's second method and especially the method of construction of smooth

Lyapunov functions, stability analysis of non-smooth systems became practical.

3) Constuction of Lyapunov functions: Chin's integral method (Chin, 1987) was

extended to remove the requirement of compatibility between the state-space model and a

Lyapunov function imposed in Chin's integral method. As shown in the s¡amples, the

extended integral method developed in this work gives users more flexibility and the

stabiiity analysis for more dynamic systems, smooth or non-smooth, can be studied.
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4) Desi¡¡n oJ robust tlisu¡ntinuous control straîegies: Two piecewise continuous

control strategies were developed to stabilize the inverted pendulum about its upright

position. The filst piecervise continuous controller, designecl basecl on the total stability

theory, guarantees that the solution trajectory can be arbitrarily close to the upright

position under the condition of small perturbations. Such a stability was proven using the

extended Lyapunov's second method, Lyapunov-like theorcm basecl on Barbalet's lemma

and total stability theory in which a Lyapunov function was constlucted by the extended

integral method. The above piecewise control súategy was improved by removing the

restriction of small perturbations. The improved control law can keep the trajectory of the

control system close to the upright position within a controlled bound. A scalar function

which satisfies all the conditions of a Lyapunov function was constructed as a measure of

the above bound.

The robustness of the proposed control systems with respect to those uncertainties in

physical par¿rmeters and in the measurement of the base point accelerations was also

examined. It was shown that the system stability is largely insensitive to these classes of

uncertainties.

5) Design of continuous control strategy; To better reflect the implementation scenario,

the discontinuous terms in the piecewise continuous control law were replaced by

continuous functions. Such a replacement makes the stability analysis challenging. It was

found that the continuous controller guarantees that the inverted pendulum can be

stabilized in a contolled region around the upright position. The generalized Lyapunov

analysis, in which a quasi-Lyapunov function was constructed, r.vas applied to prove the
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above practical stability. The analysis of the robt¡stness of the discontinuous control

system can be extended to the continuous one.

6) Simultuions oJ' the humun upper bocly movement uncl þnumics: The proposed

inverted pendulum model was further used to simulate the upper body movements for

normal and pathological human gait studied as part of this work. The simulation results

were compared with the results from the gait measuremsnts. The purpose of such a

compatison is to establish the promise of the model for further studies. It was found

through the simulation that the inverted pendulum model can produce the first order

features of the movement and dynamics of the human upper body during walking. The

simulated displacements of the estimated gravity center match those from the

measurements reasonably well and the control torques follow the trend of the trunk

torques applied at the hip joints. Such an agreement between the simulated results and the

measurements shows the potential of the developed model for further study of motor

control mechanisms of human beings.

7.2 Future lvork

Several recommendations are made for future work.

(1) In order to use the proposed model to simulaæ the higher order features of the

upper body movement and its dynamics during walking, the model needs to be extended

to include self-rotation and to be expanded to multi-linkage system.

(2) The control strategies are designed based on Lyapunov's stability theory. For the

purpose of modeling human motor control mechanisms of up-right posture during
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walkin-e, othel' criteria, such as optimization of enetgy exchange between the upper body

and the lower limbs and some anatomical constraints should be considered.

(3) Several improvements in gait measurements are imperative in order to enhance the

accuracy of the measurement. Firstly, at least three video cameras instead of two cameras

should be used and, secondly, an automatic digitization system is essential to improve the

accuracy. [t was estimated that the largest random error caused by manual digitization is

about 7mm. Due to the lo'w range of motion of the trunk, such errors can cause the results

to be misleading.

With the above future developments, the model may be used to offer some insights to

the motor control mechanisms of human walking and be useful for practical

implementation for stabilization of the upper link in bipedal robots.
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APPENDIX A

Definition of Euler Angles

OX, OY and OZ form the inertial frame of reference and oxyz represents the bocly

coordinate system. When the torso is in the upright position, the two coordinate systems

coincide. The Euler an-qles are generated by three-step rotations as follows:

step I: Rotate the torso about OZ or oz', as shown in Fig. 4.1(a), to form 0 in Figure

A. I (b). 0 describes the pitch motion of the body in the sagittal plane OXY.

Step 2: Rotate the torso about ox', as shown in Figure 4.1(b), to generate r¡ in Figure

A. I (c). V corresponds to rollover action of the body.

Step 3: Rotate the torso about oy" as shown in Figure 4.1(c), to form angle

g in Figure 4.1(d). g describes the self rotation of the body.

Y .y'

I .--1--
i -'/'

--- IO/¿"'t l" x'x'
Z,z' i

(â)

¡ Y".Y
I

I

\- "¡u,/'--
É::-_æ-

Zrz' ,/ | -x'
' lb)

v
y" 

^y'rl\t\.f l

\"
--ta'*'

z" (c)

Fig. 4.1 Definition of Euler angles
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Appendlx Il

Derivation of the dynamic equations to calculate trunk torques

-ln 
this appendix, the dynamic equations are derived using Lagrangean method to

calculate the trunk torques. Euler angles are described in Appendix A. The base point

motion is describecl Ay iG), ã(t) and ñ1t¡. fne relationship between the clisplacemenrs

at the _eravity center and the Euler angles is shown as follows

x. = F(t)+psin0cosr¡r

y. =g(t)+pcosOsinr¡r
z" = ñ(t) + psinr¡r (B.t)

where xc, Yc and z. are the displacements at the gravity center. The tanslational kinetic

energy is

,Tr 
- 

I , 2 z 2rli"* =ã*(x.-+y;+z;)

which can be written below

t:
T..* = )m¡içt¡' +È()' +ñ1t¡' + ptg' cos2y+ p'rl¡'+zilt¡¡ecosOcosr¡

- rþsinOsin \y) - zpù(J)(OsinOcosr¡+ rircosOsinr¡r) + Zpñ(t)rþcosr¡rl (8.2)

The rotational kinetic energy is

ITc = ,tltw? +lrwl+ Irwl

where 'rY p vt 2 and w, are the angular velocities which has the following form

w, =rircosQ+osinQcosv

wz =ó-Osinr¡r
w, = rirsinQ - OcosQ cosl, (8.3)

Substituting (8.3) into the fonn of rotational kinetic energy, we have

l6r



I'n - :[Ir (r]r2 cos2 O +0t sin2 qcos2 r¡r+ Orfsin2Qcosr¡r)rrot - 2

+ I, (<i,t + 02 sin2 r¡r- Zirrþsinrp¡

+ I¡ (ùt sin2 q + 02 cos2 S cos2 ,¡r- æ,¡siilQ cosQ cosV)l (8.4)

According to Lagrangean equation shown below

dAT AT AV

*(aq)-aq+aq=NI.,

Variable q is the state variable, reprcsenting 0, ry and Q, respectively. Carrying out the

calculations, the dynamic equations ate derived as follows

I, (ösin2 q cos2 !r+ ed, sin2{ cost r¡- 0r¡sin'Q sin 2r¡+ }Vrt" @ cosr¡

+rþ$cos2Q coslr- j.rirt rtr, 20 sinrp) + Ir(ðsin2 r¡r+ er¡sinap- Qsinr¡r- rir$ cosr¡r)

+I, (ðcos2 r¡rcos' O - e,i, sin 2e cos2 r¡r- erircost Q sin 2r¡- 1{¡isin 
@ coslt

-rþ$ cos zO .orr¡, * jrþ2 sÍn 2Q sinr¡) + mp2äcos' V- ,nptfrþsin 2r¡

+m f ( t) pcos 0 cos r1r - mg( t) psin 0cos r¡ - mgp sin 0 cosr¡ - M,

(I, cos2 0+ I¡ sin2 q¡r1r- (I, - rs){r4,sin2Q *}ftr- Ir)ðsin@cosr¡r

+(Ir - I, )e0 cos @ cosr¡r+ mpy- Vfpãf O cosOsinr¡r- milt¡psin0sinr¡r
þ I ro . 1..

+mpli 1 t¡ cos 1r + ir rr' sin ã¡sin 2 
O - t, (i6' sin 2r¡r - 0q cos rp¡

*)lre' sin 2r¡rcos2 q * ] -p'e2 sin 2ry - mpsin r¡cos 0 = M*

I,(ö-ðsinr¡r-Orþcosrp) - (Ir - I,)rirt singcosr¡+ it ,-I.)0t sin2Qcosy

+(Ir - Ir)Orþcosr¡rcos2S = Mo (B.S)
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